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During the sitting of 12 October 1982 the President informed the European 

Parliament that the enlarged Bureau had authorized the Committee on Transport 

to draw up a report on transport problems in Greece and had referred the 

matter to the Committee on Budgets for an opinion. During the sitting of 

29 October 1982 the President informed Parliament that the Committee on 

Regional Policy and Regional Planning had also been asked for an opinion. 

At its meeting of 20 October 1982 the Committee on Transport appointed 

Mr Jan KLINKENBORG rapporteur. 

The Committee on Transport decided at the meetings listed below to consider 

within the framework of this report the following motions for resolutions 

tabled pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure, which had been referred 

to it as committee responsible or for an opinion: 

25 June 1982: motion by Mr LAGAKOS and others on the construction of the 

motorway linking Igoumenitsa to Volos (Doc. 1-309/82>; 

24 September 1982: motion by Mrs Kalliopi NIKOLAOU and others on the repair 

of the Corinth Canal <Doc. 1-513/82>; 

25 April 1983: 

11 July 1983: 

motion by Mr EPHREMIDIS and others on the modernization of 

railways in the Peloponnese (Doc. 1-7/83>; 

motion by Mr KALOYANNIS on the creation of a free port on 

Kastellorizon (Doc. 1-450/83) - <referred for opinion>; 

21 September 1983: motion by Mr LAGAKOS on Greek railways <Doc. 1-654/83). 

27 February 1984: motion by Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI on the development of maritime 

links between the French Mediterranean regions and Greece 

<Doc. 1-1308/83>. 

From 31 August to 2 September 1983 the rapporteur carried out a fact-finding 

visit to Greece to ascertain the trends in Greek transport policy and the 

need for various measures aimed at developing transport infrastructures. He 

had talks in particular with the Minister of Transport, Mr AKRITIOIS, and 

the Minister for Public Works, Mr TSOCHATZOPOULOS. 
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The Committee on Transport discussed the subject matter of the report at its 

meeting of 25 January 1984 and considered the draft report itself at its 

meeting of 27 February 1984. 

At its meeting of 27 February 1984 it unanimously adopted the motion for a 

resolution. 

The following took part in the vote: Mr Seefeld, chairman; 

Dame Shelagh Roberts, vice-chairman; Mr Albers, Mrs von Alemann, Mr Baudis, 

Mr Buttafuoco, Mr K. Fuchs <deputizing for Mr Hoffmann>, Mr Gouthier 

<deputizing for Mr Cardia), Mr Kazazis <deputizing for Mr O'Donnell>, Mr Key, 

Mr Klinkenborg, Mr Lagakos, Mr Moreland <deputizing for Mr Cottrell>, 

Mr Konst. Nikolaou <deputizing for Mr Gabert>, Mr Protopapadakis<deputizing 

for Mr Modiano>, Mr Radoux <deputizing for Mr Ripa di Meana> and 

Mrs Scamaroni. 

The opinion of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning is 

attached. The opinion of the Committee on Budgets will be published 

separately. 

The report was tabled on 6 March 1984. 

The deadline for tabling amendments to this report will be indicated in 

the draft agenda for the part-session at which it will be debated. 
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A 

~:-The Committee on Transport hereby submits to the European Parliament the 

~: following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement: • 

on transport problems in Greece, with particular reference to infrastructure 

development 

- having regard to the motions for resolutions tabled by: 

Mr LAGAKOS and others on the construction of the motorway linking 

lgoumenitsa to Volos <Doc. 1-309/82>; 

Mrs Kalliopi NIKOLAOU and others on the repair of the Corinth Canal 

<Doc. 1-513/82>; 

Mr EPHREMIDIS and others on the modernization of railways in the 

Peloponnese (Doc. 1-7/83>; 

Mr KALOYANNIS on the creation of a free port on Kastellorizon 

(Doc. 1-450/83>; 

Mr LAGAKOS on Greek railways (Doc. 1-654/83>; 

Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI on the development of maritime links between the French 

Mediterranean regions and Greece <Doc. 1-1308/83>; 

- having regard to the report drawn up by Mr KLINKENBORG on behalf of the 

Committee on Transport and the opinions of the Committee on Regional 

Policy and Regional Planning and the Committee on Budgets (Doc. 1-1525/83>; 

A. whereas there are difficulties involved in the integration of Greece 

into the Community's transport system which must be resolved with 

mutual understanding, 

B. whereas the European Community must in particular show understanding for 

the fact that Greece requires a fairly lengthy transition period for the 

implementation of certain provisions of Community law, in order to preserve 

its economic structure which is based on small and medium-sized undertakings, 

c. whereas, on the other hand, bureaucratic obstacles to transport for which 

there is no real justification must be removed as rapidly as possible. 
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D. whereas the particular problems affecting Greece in the shipping and 

air transport sectors can only be properly discussed within the overall 

context of the common sea and air transport policy and will therefore 

be discussed elsewhere~ 

E. whereas a uniformly efficient transport system is an important factor 

in the achievement of economic convergence in the Community; it is 

therefore particularly in the European Community's interest to make good 

the deficiencies in the development of transport infrastructures in 

Greece, especially for land-based forms of transport, 

F. whereas in the past fifty years road building has been the main benefic

iary of investment in transport infrastructure in all the Nember States 

of the Community~ 

G. whereas in a free transport system the natural advantages of rail 

transport, its safety, its Lack of harmful impact on the environment 

and its rational use of energy, are only effective if the service 

provided, particularly as regards train speeds, meets present-day 

requirements; for this to be possible, however, considerable investment 

is necessary to modernize the rail networkp 

H. whereas making up for paRt failure to invest in railways is therefore 

a priority of the common transport policy; in the long term this is 

the only solution to the economic problems of th~ railways, problems 

which exist in all the Member States and are currently hampering progress 

in other areas of the common transport policy too, 

I. whereas the low level of funding for the Community instrument specific

ally desinne~ for transport infrastructure development makes it necessary 

to concentrate financial support on a small number of projects in order 

for it to be effective, and whereas the criteria according to which 

these projects are selected must be those Laid down under the common 

transport policy for the further development of the transport system, 

J. whereas the completion of the main Athens - Thessaloniki - Yugoslav 

border rail link as part of the main Athens-Belgrade-Munich line was 

already advocated by the European Parliament in its resolution of 

1 

9 March 19821 on the future. of the Community railway network: this 

lint forms the umbilical cord between Greece and Central Europe; its 

modernization is therefore of prime importance for the European Community; 

OJ No. C 87 of 5.4.1982, p. 43; GABERT report, Poe. 1-982/81 
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K. 

L. 

at the same time, as already stressed in the resolution of 15 December. 1983
1
, 

transit routes through Yugoslavia must be improved; 

whereas the canal across the IsthtDUs of Corinth, by considerab!r shortening 

the distance by sea between the Adriatic and the Aegean. perfor.s an 

important function in intra-Comaunity sea transport, which is reftected 
t 

in the considerable vol~ of goods carried on this ttan-aaade w.terway.; 

its preservation is therefore in the interest of the cOMMOn tTansport 

policy, 

whereas at the SaMe time this canal is the product of an bistoric 

European undertaking and a remarkable monument from the early part of 
' . ' 

our industrialized age, which bears witness to the success of European' 

coope.ration; it is therefore particularly appropriate that the 

Community should assist in the preservation of this const'I'U'Ction, 

M. whereas the Greek Government's plans to build a main transport link 

between Igoumenitsa and Volos are of consi~abte iaport~ce for the 

Community because it provides a transfrontier link for traffic in 

transi.t f.rom th
1

e Italian Addat,i·c ·ports to the Aiddle· East, 

N. whereas all European countries - especially those with mountainous regions 

- whose roads carry large votUIIe of transit traffic are endeavouring to 

swHch such traffic, ~cause of its adverse effects,, to the railways by 

·making use of the vadous J)OS>$ibHitjes for coMbined transport, 

0. whereas the· construction of a raH. l 1M bet~ lgouM~nitu Met Volos. 

would incorporate North-Western Greece~ Which hitherto has bftn without 
i 

rail .connections, into the COMIIunity's rail.vay nettt~ork, 

1. Requests ·the COIIIIli·ssion to show. underst.anding for ttte fact tt\at Greece 

requires- a fairly lengthy t·raftSition period fa the iwptaentatton of 

certain prov;sions of COMMUnity l..,, in erder to preserve the ~ucture 
I 

of its •c()nf)My which is bued· on s•ll and adiut~-sj:ted undert'Htngs; 
• 

2. Calls on the Greek government# however, to abolish as soon as possible 

bure.aucratic ,obstaeles. 'tO tf!'aftSpof't •ith cannot be justifi-ed on the 

grounds refe.rred to in tt\e prt!Vious P&l'atf"aph, such as checks·., green 

cards at frontiers; 

3. Welcomes the COiftPrehensive measures for tbe develop~~ent of in-frastructures 

:>· for all forms of transport which have been adopted by the Greek Goft'rnaent 

.,. in its Five-Year Plan; 

1oJ No. c 10 of 16.1.1984, p.93 ; KALOYANNIS report, Doc. 1-920/83 
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4. Welcomes the fact that the Greek Government intends to place special 

emphasis in that plan on the development of the railway sector; 

5. Takes the view that, in the provision of financial assistance for 

transport infrastructure projects from Community funds, priority must 

be given to the development of rail transport, but that this must not 

result in the neglect of other forms of transport which are important 

for the Community; 

6. Calls, therefore, for the appropriations available for Greece und~r the 

transport chapter of the Community budget to be concentrated over the 

coming years on the following projects of Community interest: 

- complet~on of the North-South rail link 

preservation of the Corinth Canal 

- construction of a link between lgoumenitsa and Volos with an extension 
through Thessaloniki and Alexandroupolis as far as the Turkish border 
(preference being given to a rail link>; 

7. Points out that the granting of financial aid for further transport 

infrastructure projects in Greece under other Community instruments is 

to be welcomed from the point of view of the common transport policy; 

greater account should likewise be taken of the priorities of the 

common t.ransport pol icy. in the framework of the Community's other 

financial instruments; 

8. Calls on the Greek Government to examine carefully, in the context of 

its plans for a main transport link between Igoumenitsa and Volos, 

whether the. many adverse effects of increasing the volume of transit 

goods traffic on the roads and the advantages of connecting North

Western Greece to the Eur~pean rail net•~ork do not militate in favour 

of building a high-speed rail link designed from the outset to meet 

the requirements of combined transport; 

9. Urges the Commission already ~t this stage to accord the Greek Corinth 

Canal Company every possible.assistance in its efforts to find suitable 

technical means of preserving the Corinth Canal~ 

10. Calls on the Commission to accord priority to the deveiopment of rail 

transport when reviewing its multi-annual programme for transport infra

structure and to endorse the proposals made in this report; 
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11. Calls on the Council thereupon to take the appropriate decisions with 

all speed; 

12. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the 

Commission and the Government of the Hellenic Republic. 
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B 

Explanatory Statement 

1. Even in ancient times, when the Athenians took to their ships the 

better to defend themselves against Persian dominance, G~eece's strength 

was on the sea. Today, as a result of geographical circuastances and 

political developments, Greece has the biggest national merchant fleet1 and, 

by its accession, made the Community into the world's foremost shipp.i1ng power. 

For the same historical and geographical reasons, however, the development 

of land transport in Greece has lagged far behind economic requireMents and 

technical possibilities2• In air transport, on the other hand, Greece's 

international and domestic air communications are by and large satisfactory3• 

2. In spite of rapid economic growth there was noplanned development of 

transport infrastructures in the 1960s and early 1970s in Greece; problems 

connected with shaking off the military dictatorship no doubt had a good 

deal to do with this. With Greece's membership of the European CC~Munity 

and the resultant importance of transport links with Central Europe, but 

also because of the need to avoid the Greek economy seizing up because of 

inadequate communications, it has become essential for Greece to accord 

priority to the the development of the infrastructures for land transport 

and for its connections with air and sea transport. Only by doing this 

will Greece be able to achieve its objective of becoming a centre for 

traffic from the Community to the Middle East. 

3. The present Greek Government is aware of this problem and has 

adopted constructive plans for the development of transport infrastr~ctures, 

which are described in detail below. In talks with the rapporteur the Greek 

Minister of Transport clearly explained that improving the transport system 

is an essential precondition for the implementation of the Greek Government's 

five-year development programme for the economy as a whole and that it 

intends to place particular emphasis on modernizing the totally obsolete 

rail system. On this question the rapporteur was pleased to note that the 

1 See summary 'The Greek merchant fleet', Annex III 
2 See the symmaries on 'Railways in Greece', <Annex I) and 'Road transport 

in Greece , (Annex II) 
3 See summary 'Air transport in, from and to Greece', Annex IV 
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Greek Government is prepared to do all it can to support the efforts by 

the European Parliament's Committee on Transport to improve the situation 

of railways in the Community. 

4. Overcoming the deficiencies in the development of infrastructures for 

land transport and its connections with other forms of transpo·rt- in Greece 

calls for vast amounts of capital which, Greece, despite all its efforts, 

is unable to raise unaided. So far, the Greek Parliament has approved 

only part of the appropriations earmarked by the Government in the budget 

for the impleMentation of the Five-Year Plan. The need for Community 

assistance was already taken into account under the Second Financial Protocol 

as part of the preparation. of Greece's accession to the Co•unity. Since 

January 1981, Greece has received appreciable amounts from the Community's 

Regional Development Fund for the financing of transport infrastructure 

projects1• European Investment Bank funding in Greece has also increased 

sharply since accession2• Moreover, the Greek Government expects, quite 

rightly, that due account will be taken of Greece's requirements when 

allocating financial resources for infrastructure projects from the 

Community's transport budget, since a number of the necessary development 

meas·ures ... as we shall see - are also of great importance for the whole 

Community in the transport field. 

5. In Deei.sion 83/472/EEc3, the Commission alloc·ated 2.5 m ·ECU for 

modernizing the section of road between Kleidi and Axios, the road which 

links the Greek/Yugoslav border and the port of Volos, as part of the 

financial assistance from the 1982 transport budget4• Under the Commission 

proposal approved by Parliament5 , funding is to be made available froa 

the 1983 transport budget to finance the section of road between Axios 

and Gallikos bridge, which is part of the same route. Following decisions by 

the European Parliame'nt6, 25m ECU are to be committed in the 1984 transport 

budget for projects in Greece. The Commission has proposed5, that they be used 

for a further section of the Larissa bypass, which has already been assisted, 

for work on the Athens-Peloponnese road link and for the renewal of the railway 

Line between Larissa and Plati. The case for giving priority in the use of 
these funds to the improvement of rail links is explained below. 

1see List of transport infrastructure projects in Greece assisted by the Regional 
Fund in 1981 and 1982 in Annex v. 

2see article by the EIB reproduced in Annex VI 
3oJ No. L 259 of 20.9.1983, page 32 
4The specific importance of this road for the Community is that it will be 
particularly advantageous for road freight from the Community to the Middle East 
via the ferry between Volos and Latakia (Syria> 

Ssee Article 11 of the proposal for a Regulation on financial support for a 
multi-annual transport infrastructure programme COMC83> 474 final 

6General budget of the European Communities for the 1984 financial year, 
OJ No. L 12 of 16.1.1984, remarks to Article 781 
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6. In its resolution of 15 December 19831, the European Parliament firmly 

rejected the principle of allocating appropriations for the promotion of 

transport infrastructure projects indiscriminately. Instead, it is up 

to the Commission, when making its final selection of the projects to be 

subsidized <and the same applies to the lists of proposals for the 1983 

and 1984 financial years>, to define priority areas consistent with the 

guidelines Laid down by the European Parliament for the common transport 

policy. It is useful, therefore, -f'iOtexamine the.·Greek Government's 
. devet.opment programmes for"· the var}()ijs~-eateg&ries 'of transport 

infrastructure in more detail, in>or(kr- ·to prov.ide the Comm1ssipn with 

a number of indices fOf' ass-ess-iiiiil'fti,_:{OIIIIun1ty .friferest·· of varfeus:: 
.. ~-- ------

projects. 

7. Greece's transport problems in the shipping sector are different 

altogether: here the problem is how to cope with the current crisis in 

world shipping with a large merchant fleet. Naturally, this can only be 

done through a concerted common policy. Addressing the Committee on 

Transport on 18 October in his capacity as President-in-Office of the 

Council, the Greek Minister for the Merchant Marine, Mr KATSIFARAS, said 

the Community should make use of its leading position in international 

shipping <since the accession of Greece) to pursue an active shipping 

policy. The main requirement of sea transport policy is not that Greece 

should be supported by the other Member States but that all shipping 

nations of the Community should endeavour to resolve their own problems 

within the framework of a common policy. This is really a separate issue 

and therefore is not covered in this report; it will be considered instead 

in a future report. 

8. The report drawn up by Mr COTTRELL on relations between the Community 

and Greece in the field of transport (Doc. 1-684/80>, already painted a 

gloomy picture of Greek railways, highlighting problems of a decline or 

stagnation in the volume of freight and passengers carried, the inadequacy 

of its technical equipment 
. d ' l l' 2 or1ente comerc1a po 1cy • 

Services - and hence demand 

and infrastructures and the lack of a customer

The situation has hardly improved since then. 

-are still unsatisfactory and large areas 

of Greek territory are without any form of rail service. 

1 OJ No. C 
2see Annex I 
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9. The objective of the Greek Government in its recently adopted five

year development programme for the period 1983 - 1987 is to modernize 

the rail network so as to improve services and, in particular, 

considerably increase train speeds. As a first step towards this objective, 

those sections of track on the main Line from the Greek border to Athens1 

which are on Level ground are to be made into double-track sections. 

Given the Lack of available resources, these relatively cheap measures 

are a way of achieving maximum practical benefit in the shortest time. 

At the same time there are plans to electrify the whole Line and install 

modern signalling and monitoring equipment. In the Longer term, this 

modernization will be completed by the construction of new sections of 

track, including Long tunnels, an exercise which will be costly and 

technically difficult. By the time this work is completed, the distance 

by rail from the Greek/Yugoslav border via Saloniki to Athens will be 

reduced by 60 km to 536 kms as a result of re-routing, and trains will 

be able to travel at speeds of up to 200 km/h. In addition to this main 

Line, existing branch Lines are to be modernized, in particular a railway 

built between Athens and Patras to take speeds of up to 150 kmth2• 

10. According to the documentation supplied to your rapporteur in July 1983, 

the Greek Government has estimated the cost of implementing the 1983-1987 

five-year programme for the development of the railways at approximately 

Drs 100~000 million, of which around Drs 36,000 million are covered by 

budgetary decisions of the Greek Parliament. According to the schedule 

proposed by the Government, the bulk of the spending will be in the second 

half of the programme; Drs 10,000 million are earmarked for the Last year 

alone <1987) and more than half of the funding (approximately Drs 53,000 

million> will not be committed until after 1987. If one includes other 

sources of finance, such as the European Regional Development Fund and the 

European Investment Bank, for which a figure of approximately Drs.3,000 

million hasbeen entered, there will be an estimated shortfall for the years 

1983-1987 of around Drs 8,000 million if the programme is to be implemented 

according to the schedule laid down by the Government. 

11. In addition to the projects included in the Five-Year Plan the Greek 

railways have further-reaching plans which are important for Greece's 

regional development; these include the modernization of the line crossing 

Thrace and construction of a new line between Kalabaka and Kozani in 

Central Greece. 

1 See sketch on page 14 
2For details see summary table on page 15 
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ENVISAGED· MODERNIZATION PROJECTS . 
ON THE MAIN LINE ATHINA-THESSALONIKI-IDOME~ 

YUGOSLAVIA 
• 

PLATI • THESSALQNIKI t38 km) . 
• lm~ovement of alignment. 
• Track renewal. . • 
• Signalling. · 
• Telecommunications. 
• Electrification. 

L.A.RISSA- PLATI (134 km) 
• Oa,bllng ot track with;,.~ 

of Qlignment tor spee~a 
.. up to 200 km/h. • .:~ 

f • Signallin;. · 
! • Telecommunications. 
! o .Electrification. 

QOMOKOS - l,.AAISSA (61 km) 
• Ocubling of track with ~mprot;....m, 

ol alt~r.ment for soeeaa 
u~ to 200 k~h." 

• Sagncllir:g. 
• Telecommunications. 
• E&ectrific:ation. · 

... 

INOf - TITHOREA (95 km) · · '·: . . . 

. .. 

• Doubling of track with imp~ Mment 
. of alignment for speeds · · • 
· up to 200 km/h. . 
• Signalling. · · 
• Telecommunications. · 
e Etectrifica tion. • . 

. ,____ -----· ---... .... . .... ---. . 
- 14 -
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The Greek five-xear programme 

for railway development 

~-----

1 Project 

i 
! 

' 

1. Dabl ing of track and routing inpf'CM!IIII!nts a1 

Idomeni - Thessaloniki - Athens line 

2.Signalling system for 1 
3.Telecommunications for 1 

4. Electrification of line in 1 

5. Purchase of rolling stock 

6. Improvement of maintenance facilitie 

7. Renewal of permanent way ani. routing 
improvements on Thessaloniki - Alex
androupolis - Ormenios line 

8. Renewal of signalling system for 7 
9. Local improvements to permanent way, 

routing and bridges 

10. Modernization of Paleaofarsalos
Kalabaka line 

11. Mechanical equipment for track maint~ 
enance and operating services 

12. Improving·! safety of level crossings 

13. Restructuring of vehicle reDai'= work~ 

114. Amalht engine sheds 

I 15. Work on station buildings and track 
systems, sidings for industrial plant 

16. Volos - Middle East ferry 

17. a.lilding c~lex in 'Aravasio Pedio' 
(district of Eleusis) 

18.Doublinq of track on Vera - Skidra line 
19. Signalling system on the Platia -

Amideos - Kosanis - Florinas line 

20. Imorovemect of Athena - Corinth -Ptraeus 11.ne 

21. Purchase of buses 

22. Installation of an automatic train 
monitoring system 

23. Purchase of a computer 

24. Meeting commitments under existing 
supply contracts 

Funds earmarked by Govt. 

not to be 

overall 

15.6 

4.,0 

1.8 

11.0 

16,2 
4,0 

3,.0 

25,0 

o.s 

o.3s 
o,1 

2.o 

conanitted 
untf~8,fter 

Funds. 

approved 
in the 

budget 

---------·-------------------~Jr--------+-------4-------

Total 
98.134 

····- ----------- -·- -- ·- -- _________ .'loo-______ ...... ______ ...L,.;;......;.&.;:;...:;.;;,;;;.__ 
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Another Greek railways project designed to sp~ed up freight transport, 

which is not included in the Five-Year Plan, is the modernization of 

existing or construction of new goods stations and marshalling yards, 

for instance in Thrace (Drs 10,000 million> and in Thessaloniki 

.. :.<Drs 4,000 million). In the Latter case a Link is also to be built to 

"·the port on Saloniki to develop the use of raiLways for transporting goods 

landed at Saloniki on to Yugoslavia <1982: 0.53 m tonnes>, Bulgaria <1982: 

0.09 m tonnes> and Central Europe (1982: 0.015 m tonnes>. 

12. In the Committee on Transport's view, the need to strengthen the 

competitive position of the railways is a basic tenet of the common transport 

policy, and would enable the Community drastically to improve the railway's 

financial situation, increase transport safety and make a positive 

contribution to the more rational use of energy and environmental conservation •. 

FOrther to the GABERT report on the future of the Community railway network 

(Doc. 1-982/81>, the European Parliament expressed the view in its resolution. 

of 9 March 19821 that the construction of the major trans-European railway 

line Laid down in the infrastructure master plan of the International Union 

of Railways was of great Community interest and should be backed by financial 

assistance from the Community. 
13. At present the rail service from Greece to Central Europe is not competitive .• 

The average time taken by goods trains - that is, those which are not part of the 

trans-European express service- ranges between 6 and 14 days, while lorries can 

generally cover this distance in 48 hours. Only by using the trans-European 

express service, which tra~sports fruit and vegetables from Thessaloniki to 

Munich, is it possible to cover the 1,692 km distance in around 40 hours2, i.e. 

more quickly than by lorry. The fact remains, however, that this is an advanced 

service which requires special techniques; given the existing infrastructures, 

it cannot be extended both for reasons of capacity and because it would not be 

an economic proposition for many other types of goods in view of the high costs. 

Traffic has declined accordingly in recent years (for example, passenger traffic 

between Germany and Greece fell by around one-third between 1972 and 1978) and 

tHe railways were therefore obliged to cut services on that route. A modern rail 

ltnk is needed both on the transit route through Yugoslavia3 and in Greece to 

remedy this state of affairs. Moreover this line should be planned from the 
' outset so as to be compatible with the requirements of piggy-back transport. 

1
0J No. c 87 of 5.4.1982, page 43 

2i.e. their average speed is 42 km/h. Comparable tra~ns on the German rail 
network, for example, feach average speeds of 60 km/h. 

3Rail transit traffic through Yugoslavia suffers just as much from the in
adequate infrastructure as from the excessively high transit rates charged 
by the Yugoslav railways. The creation of a modern infrastructure should 
therefore be accompanied by an alignment of transit rates charged by Yugoslavia 
with those in the Community. The Community could make the granting of future 
fonancial aid to Yugoslavia contingent upon such an arrangement. The loss of 
revenue to the Yugoslav railways is likely to be offset by the potential increase 
in traffic volume in the medium term. 
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14. It is for this reason that the completion of the railway line in Greece 

fr011 Idomeni via Thessaloniki to Athens, which forms the find section of the 

mainline Minden - Salzburg- Laibach -Belgrade - Thessaloniki Athens and is 

thus the lifeline linking Greece and Central Europe, is of prime importance 

for the European Community and should be expedited by granting financial 
. 4 asslStance. 

15. The rapid growth in the Greek economy in the 1960s was reflected in 

particular in a rapid increase in road traffic. Between 1965 and 1979 the 

nuMber of cars registered rose by 706% and the number of goods vehicles by 

440%3• In fact, certain goods, such as perishable agricultural produce, · 

are carried mainly by road. The biggest problem affecting goods transport 

in Greece at the moment is that of harmonizing the national transport syst•m 

with the international transport system, firstly because of the seasonal nature 

of demand and secondly because of the still unresolved problems involved in 

transit through Yugoslavia. Hence, efforts are being made for the future to also 

expand the transit links through Italy; however, before this can happen, the 

bottlenecks (particularly administrative barriers> affecting transport from 

Italy to Central Europe must be eliminated. 

Secondly, there are also problems of adaptation to Community law for which 

there are no obvious reasons. For example, Greece has still not signed the 

supplementary agreement of 12 December 1972 on compulsory insurance against 

civil liability pursuant to Council Directive 72/166/EEC1; this agreement 

constitutes the basis for the mutual recognition of green cards and enables 

the abolition of checks on green cards at frontiers2• Signing this agreement 

would mean the disappearance of tiresome and unjustified red tape at frontiers. 

1see 0~ No. L 103 of 2.5.1972 
2see Written Question No. 658/83 by Mr SEEFELD (OJ No. C 296/83 page 15) 
3on points of detail see Annex II 'Road transport in Greece• 

. 4 --- . . ---
A summary of the Community's previous involvem~r:tt !ol_it..!'1,_1;hi.~c mai~ 
transport .route -is given_. _in Al)!l~X _V~I. ·-· __ _. _.,. _ 
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16. The structure of the commercial road haulage sector is characterized by 

the existence of small and very small firms. This gives rise, inter alia, 

to certain difficulties in the adaptation of provisions on admission to the 

occupation and recognition of certificates in international passenger 

transport and road haulage operations1 to existing Community law. Greece 

was allowed a three-year period, which expires on 1 January 1984, to make 

these adjustments2• The Commission should show a certain amount of comprehension 

for these difficulties, lest irreparable damage be caused to Greece's present 

commercial structure as a result of over-hasty measures. 

17. The present network of roads in Greece3 is unsatisfactory for a number 

of reasons4: because of the state of the roads and traffic volume, driving 

speeds are low and the accident risk is high; it is very difficult to reach 

certain remote areas. The Greek Government has therefore put forward a 

development plan for the next twenty years in which it sets out various 

objectives in the field of regional development and regional planning as well 

as in social and economic fields. A particular objective is to strengthen the 

links between the various regions of the country and facilitate access to remote 

areas. Traffic flow and safety are to be improved on the major trunk roads by 

means of modernization measures and, in particular, the construction of 

bypasses around towns. The Greek Government has based its development plan 

for the road network on five main traffic axes, namely: 

<a> the North-South axis: Yugoslav border - Thessaloniki - Larissa - Volos -
Lamia - Athens - Corinth - Tripolis - Kalamata; 

(b) Igoumenitsa - Patras - Pirgos - Olympia - Kalamata 

<c>. the West-East link: Igoumenitsa - Kozani - Thessaloniki - Kavala - Turkey; 

Cd> Igoumenitsa - Joannina - Trikala - Larissa - Volos; 

<e> Athens - Patras 

1oirectives 74/561/EEC of 12.11.1974, OJ L 308 of 19.11.74, p.18 
74/562/EEC of 12.11.1974, OJ L 308 of 19.11.74, p.23 
77/796/EEC of 12.12.1977, OJ L 334 of 24.12.77, p.37 

2see Annex XII to the Treaty of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities 

3see map over 

4on points of detail see Annex II 'Road transport in Greece' 
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18. Axis <a>, particularly the section between Thessaloniki and Athens, is 

·~· 

the backbone of the Greek road transport system. At the same time it is the 

main link with Central Europe for the carriage of goods by road and - since 

RO.JO:i .• 

the introduction of a ferry service from Volos to Syria - has also became the 

main transit route to the Middle East. In recent years the section between the 

Yugoslav border and Thessaloniki was upgraded to motorway standard, a project to 

which the Community gave financial backing. The Commission has proposed that 

further work on this axis (e.g. the Larissa bypass>'shquld be subsidized by the 

Community. The Greek Government has budgeted for an investment of Drs 95,000 

million* to complete the required improvements over the whole route. 

*1962 prices 
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19. Axis <b> is important for two reasons: first it opens up the north

western part of Greece (Epirus> by means of a road link- via axis (e) -

·~· to Athens; secondly, it opens the western Peloponnese. A project to complete 

this route by bridging the Gulf of Corinth between Rion and Autirion is 

being studied; its cost is put at approximately Drs 20,000 million*. 

20. Axis <c> links the main Adriatic port, Igoumenitsa, with Thessaloniki 

and the north-eastern towns of Kavala, Xanthi and Komotini. As the only road 

link with Turkey, this axis is also important for road transit to the Middle 

East. Since oil discoveries have been exploited in the region of Thasos, 

traffic eastwards from Thessaloniki has grown appreciably. Modernization w?r~ 

costing Drs 10,000 million* is planned to improve safety and traffic flows. 

21. Axis Cd>, for which a tunnel has to be driven through the Pindus mountai~' 

range, is meant to provide road communication between the Mediterranean port 

of Igoumenitsa and Volos, the port from which the ferry sails to the Middle 

East. This axis forms part of a. long-term plan for international regional 

and transport development, designed to increase traffic between the Apulian 

ports of Italy via Greece to the Middle East. The cost of the Greek part of 

this work is estimated at Drs 50,000 million*. 

22. Lastly, axis Ce> not only links the ports of Patras and Corinth but also 

links Epirus with Athens via axis (b). Parts of this route have already been 

modernized. Further improvements are to be made under the development 

programme. 

23. It is estimated that the overall cost of improving the Greek road network, 

including the network of regional roads, to meet present-day requirements will 

be of the order of Drs 520,000 million*. 

24. As far as the common transport policy is concerned, one of the road

building projects currently under way in Greece is considered to be of 

particular Community interest, namely the completion of axis Ca>, not only 

because of its importance for the Athens-Thessaloniki-Central Europe link 

but also as a part of the transit route to the Middle East. Consequently, 

the Committee on Transport unanimously approved the granting of financial 

aid by the Community for this road project for the 1982, 1983 and 1984 

financial years. In addition, considerable Community importance is also 

likely to be attached to the Igoumenitsa-Volos road given its importance for 

transfrontier traffic, and the Commission should study this project carefully. 

*1962 prices 
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At the same time, the Commission should carefully consider whether in this 

case it would be not advisable- since a transit route is involved- to build 

a rail link. Those countries in Europe whose raods carry a large volume of 

transit traffic are currently endeavouring, because of the adverse effects 

of such traffic, to encourage a switch to rail transport Ce.g. using the 

piggyback system). There might be a good case for building a high-speed 

rail link designed from the outset to carry piggyback traffic between 

Igoumenitsa and Volos, thus avoiding the problem of road transit; at the 

same time, north-western Greece would at last be linked to the railway network. 

25. Generally speaking, the improvement of road transport infrastructures 

tends to generate more traffic which in turn causes fresh bottlenecks on 

the new roads. Responding to this by expanding the infrastructure even 

further triggers off a vicious circle which continues until the whole 

country is criss-crossed with roads. Given that the Greek Government, for 

the various reasons which have been described, gives priority at the present 

stage to the development of rail transport, the Community should allocate its 

financial support in the coming years to the upgrading of the rail network 

rather than for road-building projects, so as to promote the harmonious 

development of the Greek transport system. 

26. As already mentioned (paragraph 7> the question of framing an active 

shipping policy for the European Community within which the specific 

problems of Greek shipping can also be solved will be discussed in a 

future report. Because of the major economic importance of sea transport1, 

however, it is inevitable that we should devote some attention to the points 

where it interacts with overland transport. This section is perhaps an 

appropriate place to illustrate the problems of a structure which is 

interesting from the European point of view for many reasons, namely the 

canal across the Isthmus of Corinth. 

27. Sea traffic from andto Greece is handled in 186 ports, whose technical 

facilities, capacity, warehousing space and connectionsto the mainland 

transport network are not always satisfactory. Appreciable efforts are being 

made to improve matters, particularly in Piraeus, Thessaloniki and Volos, 

but such measures are limited by the scarcity of financial resources and 
the proximity of conurbations. 

1 See Annex III 'The Greek merchant fleet' 
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Productivity of the main Greek ports 

Port Potential Warehousing No. of persons 
capacity <tonnes> space employed 

Cin sq. metres> 

Pirlul 9 125 000 1 500 000 5 451 
Thessaloniki 10 500 000 . 316 000 1 655 
Herak lion 5 000 000 9 000 393 
Patras 3 000 000 20 000 527 
Volos 3 000 000 . 23 000 312 
Kawala 3 000 000 30 000 250 
Igou•enit•• 3 000 000 6 000 61 
K1l1111t1 2 500 000 21 000 212 

28. The Greek Government has earmarked investments of Drs 4,450 and 4,250 

million* respectively in its 5-year development programme for the extension 

and modernization of port facilities at Piraeus and Thessaloniki. There are 

also associated projects, such as the building of a new goods station near 

the port of Saloniki and the construction of a modern customs warehouse by a 

<solely publicly owned> warehousing company near the port of Piraeus, which 

will help to improve connections between the various forms of transport. 

29. The port of Volos has particular development potential, since the sheltered 

bay of Pagasitikas creates a vast outer harbour covering 300 morgens of water 
** and 150 morgens of land • Since the introduction of the ferry link to Syria, 

traffic through this port has increased considerably <see table below> and a 

start has been made on the construction of a new pier including connections to 

the rail network. For the development of the port of Volos on the landward side, 

two projects are particularly important: the planned electrification of the North

South railway line and the construction of a motorway to the Yugoslav frontier. 
--

Vehicles transported on the Volos-Syria ferry link 

Year from Volos - front Syria Total 

1978 8,007 6,294 14,301 

1979 27,772 23,187 50,909 

1980 24,355 18,114 42,469 

** 
Translators note: A morgen is equivalent to approx. two-thirds of an acre 

*1962 prices 
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30. The question of creating free ports to promote certain areas, raised in 

the motion for a resolution by Mr KALOYANNIS (Doc. 1-450/83>, is a special case. 

It has been found from experience that ports are generally given the status of 

a free port from the competent authorities if the volume of traffic so warrants 

and in particular, if turnover is large enough to justify the special 

administrative arrangements on economic grounds. The creation of free ports 

does not seem appropriate, however, for promoting the. economic development of 

less-favoured areas. 

31. Clearly, therefore, the Greek Government is making considerable efforts 

to adapt their ports to present-day transport requirements and to keep them 

competitive. The total cost of the work involved in modernizing the ports 

under the five-year development plan is put at Drs 3~,000 million. It is also 

clear that sufficient attention is being paid to links with seaports in the 

development of the mainland transport system. Consequently, there is no 

immediate need for Community action in this area. 

32. The problems raised by the repair work needed to the canal across the 

Isthmus of Corinth are an altogether different story. This 6.3 km long canal 

~~ a unique structure in Europe: it crosses the at times 80 metres high isthmus 

between the Golf of Corinth and the Gulf of Aegina at sea level, threby 

shortening the distance by sea between the Adriatic and the Aegean by some 200 km. 

33. The section of the canal is trapezoidal; its width of 24.4 metres at sea 

level and 21 metres at floor level and its 8 metres depth of water enables it to 

take ships of up to 40,000 GRT. In 1981 it was used by 8,813 freight and 

passenger vessels and 4.3 million tonnes of merchandise were carried. In 1982 

~~ figures were 9,339 ships and 4.4 million tonnes of goods transported. The 

traffic is mainly international but the canal is also used by vessels engaged 

i~ national coastal shipping <cabotage) and, to an increasing extent, by 

leisure craft. A considerable proportion of the traffic <1981: 2,472 vessels, 
1 9~2~ 2,280 vessels> sails to or from the Northern Adriatic. 

34. In addition to its obvious importance in terms of transport, the Corinth 

Canal also has a great symbolic significance for the Community as a historic 

monument. Even in ancient times, ships were conveyed by land across the Isthmus 

of Corinth and this practice is said to have brought untold riches to the holy 

orders who provided this service. As far back as pre-Christian times there 

were many plans to cut through the isthmus and a number of attempts were made, 

the Last and most serious attempt being initiated by the Roman emperor Nero. 
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With his death the work on this project ceased and was not resumed until 1687 

when the project was undertaken again by the Republic of Venice - likewise 

without success. 

35. It was not until the invention of dynamite that the plan could be put 

into action. The canal in its present form was built between 1882 and 1893 

under the direction of a Hungarian general and with international financing 

at a total cost of 72 million French gold francs. The management and upkeep 

of the canal was placed in the hands of the 'Greek Corinth Canal Company' 

which is now owned by the Greek state. Thus, the canal is a remarkable 

monuMent frOM the early part of our industrialized age and at the same time 

bears witness to the success of European cooperation. 

36. The Corinth Canal is in danger because an essential part of its structure, 

namely the walls which buttress the canal sides (see sketch> has been largely 

destroyed by colt is ions and cur rents·* As a result the unprotected 

parts of the canal sides are being eroded and underMined by the strong currents 

which arise, and are thus ultiaately in danger of collapse. 

Cross-section of the Canal 

Protecting walls 

" .,. 
:, ,' 
. l ' 
\ ,\ .. ~·w., _______ .,..., 

.. , _,..21"',0 • .,..-•• 

*The state of these protecting walls was photographed by video-camera in 1983. 
When they were originally built the walls covered a total length of approx. 
8 km.; now 2 km. are completely missing and a further 2 km. are badly 
eroded; the remainder is in danger of collapsing. 
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37. In order to preserve the canal it will therefore be necessary to remove 

the remains -of ~the or1siMl. pjot~c-•ing wall$., filC in thet parts. thaf haw,blen eroded at 

the base of the side walls and put in place a new protective system which will 

withstand the effects o·f currents, occasional collisions, movements of 

the earth's crust and ataospheric erosion. Furthermore, the work will ~ave to 

be carried out without draining the canal, so as not to affect its function as 

a waterway. The Corinth Canal Company, which is responsible for the 

preservation measures, has yet to come up with suitable technology to meet 

these requirements. To this end it recently published an invitation to tender 

in the Official Journal of the European Community. In addition, the Commission 

should also give the Canal COMpany every assistance to find the appropriate 

technology. 

38. Apart from the proble•s of technical feasibility, there are also 

difficulties regarding the financing of the necessary conservation work, which 

is estimated by the Greek Government at a total of at least Drs 5,000 million. 

Whi'o the Canal Company adMittedly makes a profit from the operation of the canal, 

this is not sufficient to finance the project. It is natural to expect an 

appropriate contribution to the cost of the maintenance work from the Greek 

state, which has benefited from the profits of the Canal Company for many 

years. However, in view of the importance of the present canal in terms of 

transport and its special syMbolic significance, the Commission in conjunction 

with the Greek Government should give sympathetic study to the possibility of 

subsidizing this project from the appropriations allocated to Greece when 

reviewing its multi-annual experimental programme in the field of transport 

infrastructure. 

39. The development of air transport is important for Greece not only in 
terms of major international air routes but also in relation to tourism 

(particularly charter flights>, certain air freight routes and also domestic 

traffic, particularly to the islands1• Domestic flights follow the 'hub and

spoke' pattern with Athens airport at the centre, from which most international 

flights also depart <see sketch on page 27>. In addition to Athens, there are 

a further 14 international airports which are of importance mainly for charter 

traffic, and 18 airports handling domestic flights only. 

1see Annex IV for a summary (Air transport in, from and to Greece') 
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40. The economic structure of the air transport sector is comparable wcith 

that of the other Member States of the Community. There is a state-owned 

airline (Olympic Airways), which handles the bulk of air traffic to, from 

and within Greece1 and is a member of lATA. Consequently, the economic 

problems are the same as in the rest of the. Community. A particular situation 

has now arisen with regard to the authorization of scheduled inter-regional 

air services, because when the Councit adopted Directive 83/416/EEC of 25 

July 19822 airports on the Greek islands were exempted from its application 

for a period which can extend up to 20 yea•rs. The Community has undoubtedly 

to understand that because of the particular situation. of traffic to the 

Greek islands the Greek Government is endeavouring to offset the Losses 

incurred by maintaining air services in the winter by profits from the 

ini!lreased traffic during the tourist season. On the other hand, there is 

the consocileration that more inter-reg·;ional services will relieve the pressure 

on Athens airport and thus may atso Lead: to cor:tsiderable savings in capital 

investment. At the same time, by Levy,i·ng apprppriate airport charges the 

islands could obtain additional revenue: which could be used to further their 

economic development. Consequently, the G,reek Government must endeavour to 

expedite the changes needed in the air transport sector so· that the directive 

on the authorization of scheduled inter-regional air services can be also 

applied to the Greek islands by 1 July 1983-

1See summary in Annex IV 
2 OJ No. L 237 of 26.8.1983, p.19 
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41. The main problems of air transport in Greece are 

-the Lack of adequate air traffic control facilities1; 

-inadequate safety at some airports <e.g. Heraklion> 1 

- the overloadin~ of Athens airport2 and bottlenecks at a number of 
other airports • 

Since these matters are discussed in detail in the own-initiative reports 

drawn up by the Committee on Transport on the subject of European transport 

policy, further discussion of them here is unnecessary. 

42. For the sake of completeness, however, it should be pointed out that of 

the Drs 19,100 million which the Greek Government intends to invest in air

transport unders its five-year development plan, Drs 2,900 million are 

earmarked for improving air traffic control and Drs 12,400 million for 

eliminating the problems requiring most urgent attention in the airports. 

Of the latter, Drs 8,900 million are earmarked for the 15 international 

airports and Drs 3,500 million for the 18 domestic airports. It should also 

be noted that in the report drawn up by Mr BAUDIS (Doc. 1-979/83) on the 

multi-annual transport infrastructure programme, the Committee on Transport 

was in favour of financial support for airport projects from the Community's 

transport budget with the proviso that the funds should be used for improving 

the links between the various forms of transport. An expansion of air 

transport facilities, on the other hand, can only be judged according to 

economic criteria and Community aid for such projects can only be justified 

in relation to regional development. 

43. We have seen from the foregoing that the funds earmarked for Greece in 

the Community's transport budget should be concentrated in the coming years 

on the following projects of Community interest 

-the completion of the North-South rail link 

the preservation of the Corinth canal 
- the Igounenitsa-Volos axis with a"' extensiO"\ through ThessalO"\iki ard Alexard~l is as fAr as the 

Turkish border (preference being given to a raiL Link> 
44. This does not mean that other important transport infrastructure projects· 

included in the Greek Government's development plans do not warrant financial 

support from Community funds. In the last few years Greece has received 

1on this subject see the report drawn up by Mr RIPA di MEANA on air transport 
safety 

2see also the report by Mr K.-H. HOFFMANN on the construction of airports in the 
Community 

3see the summary table in Annex IV 
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considerable financial assistance from the Community's structural funds 

(Social and Regional Fund: 1981: 135,540,000 ECU; 1982: 168,880,000 ECU; 

Agricultural Structures Fund 1982: 45,550,000 ECU>, and a substantial 

proportion of these funds were channeled into the development of transport 

infrastructure1• 

European Investment Bank financing in Greece has similarly increased 

sharply since accession2• Moreover, it should be made clear that the 

Community- apart from the facilities of the European Investment Bank-

has no suitable instrument for granting assistance to deal with the serious 

transport problems of cities. At any rate, the common European transport 

policy in its present state of development is unable to deal with these 

problems. 

45. Despite the fact that the European Parliament and the Commission have 

called for 25% of the available funds to be earmarked for Greece, the Low 

Level of funding specifically allocated to transport infrastructure development 

means that for such support to be effective it must be concentrated on a very 

small number of projects, which must be selected on the basis of priorities 

Laid down for the further development of the transport system within the 

common transport policy. The fact of setting priorities does not mean the 

Community is interfering in the comprehensive development programme of the 

Greek Government drawn up to respond the needs of Greece. It is simply a 

question of speeding up the implementation of a small number of measures 

from this programme, which are particularly important in terms of the 

Community's transport needs, by means of financial contributions. This 

financing does not preclude the granting of aid under other financial instruments. 

46. In its Communication of 29 March 1983 on Greece in the Community1 the 

Commission also considered the transport sector and similarly expressed a 

favourable opinion on the five-year development plan. The Commission's 

conclusions with regard to financial support for infrastructure projects 

from the Community's transport budget differ from the line taken by the 

Committee on Transport inasmuch as the Commission emphasizes the need for a 

North-South road Link in addition to the improvement of the North-South 

1Annex V contains a summary of the transport infrastructure projects assisted 
by the Regional Development Fund in 1981 and 1982 

2see summary in Annex VI 
3coM<82> 134 final 
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rail link and does not mention the Corinth Canal. 

47. The Ca.•ission should therefore be requested to accord priority to 

the develo~ent of rail transport, in line with the views of the Committee 

on Transport, and to endorse the proposals made in this report. 
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ANNEX I 

RAILWAYS IN GREECE 

A. THE RAIL NETWORK 

1. The existing rail network is linear, with the exception of Thessaly 

and the Peloponnese. This linear development of rail links limits the scope 

for transport development, confining it to those areas of the country close 

to the railway line. 

2. The total length of the rail network is 2,400 km. All lines are 

single-track Cone track for trains in either direction> with the exception 

of the double-track sections between Athens and Inoy, (61 km>, Plati and 

Thessaloniki (38 km) and Saint Anargiri and Elevsis <20 km). The existing 

network was built at the beginning of the century and as nothing has been 

done since then to improve its infrastructure, it has the following weaknesses. 

3. Only about 60% of the entire rail system is standard gauge while 

there are two separate sections which are one-metre gauge. This lack of 

uniformity has adverse effects both on the rational use of rolling stock 

and on the economic operation of the network. 

4. The track is characterized by sharp bends and gradients. Although 

the track was satisfactory when it was laid 80 years ago, it is not suitable 

for modern high-speed rail travel. Moreover, the fact that the line is only 

single-track and lacks traffic signals and modern telecommunications means 

that it is basically unsuited to the requirements of modern railway operation. 

The network as a whole (sleepers and rails) is out dated and requires spending 

on maintenance and running costs. 

5. Lastly, the large nu.ber of level crossings poses a serious problem 

both in terms of traffic safety and of reducing journey tiMes. 

B. ROLLING STOCK MAINTENANCE FACILITIES 

6. The current state of the factories and workshops in which rolling 

stock is maintained is not satisfactory. 

Plant, equi~nt and organization need to be expanded and .adernized, 

particularly since the rapid changeover fro. stea• to diesel. 
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C. BUILDINGS, STATIONS AND MARSHALLING YARDS 

7. Apart from some new and refurbished buildings, most of the installations, 

passenger buildings, goods warehouses, administrative buildings, stores for 

materials and spare parts are still more or less as they were when the lines 

were first built. 

In many stations and yards the platforms are insufficient in number 

and length, which prevents trains running or limits their le~gth. 

8. The present lack of modern marshalling yards, mechanical handling 

facilities and properly organized dispatching services is the main reason for 

the difficulties the Greek railway authorities are experiencing in moving 

goods rapidly and keeping trains running on time. 
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0. RQII! ENHKS IN 'fHE GREEK BAIL NEIWQBK.' 

Line Stcticn 

ATlENS ·Tt£SSAUM K I Tlll()BEA-1XJ:D<OS 

~ 
THESSAL.CWJKI .•lDCJB I MSSIUMCI.£-1-_-

u 
.co 

THESSALCINl . .PlTHIG- S~IO L. 
+' 

OlelO 
,QI 
·01 
:;3 

LARISSA-VO..C. LAAISSA-Ya..C. co 
01 

"C PlATl-AMlNOEO L. 
co 
'0 P\.ATl-NUN>Eo-c ,.IN>EC>-COJANI co 

~OZANI -FLMINA +' 
(I) 

,.IN>EO-FLORINA 

AMNS .-coRINTH • PIROOS-ZE\Gl.ATIO Cll 
PATBAS~TA 01 

':;3 
co 

CORINTH •TRIPa..lS 01 
~ AnENS -coRINTH 

Cll u 
TRIPCLls-cuMTA L. co 

11UPQ.15-ZEVSl.AT10 +' r... 
Cll+' 
E 
I 
~ ~ Cll c 

0 

' 

- Athens station - port of Piraeus 

- Patras station - port of Patras 

<c> ~!!!~!llins_l!!~!-in_n!!~-2!_imer2~!!!n! 

- Thessaloniki marshalling yard 

- Larissa marshalling yard 

ANNEX I -------

LeU~:V\aRf Remarks 

122 . . ... 
,••·. 

15 
CAPACITY OF LESS 

445 THAN 50 TRAINS 
PER DAY AND 
SPEEDS OF LESS 

61 THAN 50 KM/H 
' 

125 

60 

34 

86 

121 
CAPACITY OF LESS 
THAN 40 TRAINS 
PER DAY AND 

83 SPEEDS OF LESS 

161 
THAN 50 KM/H 

- Athens goods and passenger station <lines to Larissa and to the 
Peloponnese> 

- Piraeus goods and passenger station 

- Eleusis goods station 

- Corinth shunting yard 

- Plati station 
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E. TABLES 

LENGTH OJ RAIL NETWORK (in km) 

Total 

<No. of units) ROLLING STO~K HELD ~y GREEK RAILWAYS I 

~nd of Steam and diesel Railcars Passenger Goods 
\ Year locomotives coaches Wagons 
' 

1938 338 22 610 5 826 
1970 214 126 368 9 594 

' 1971 230 126 353 8 966 I 
• 

1972 194 132 331 9 230 ' 
' 1973. 166 135 331 9 443 ' 

1974 188 126 387 10 232 
1975' 194 119 440 10 268 
1976 150 176 439 10 181 
1977 127 (2)' 162. 447 10 315 I 1978 127 163 397 10 252 

. 

I -
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRAFFIC ON GREEK RAILWAYS 

(1976-1978) I 

Domestic TntPrnAtinnAI TOTAL 

Departures f Arrivals 
~o. of Passen- NQ of !Passenger No. of b~ssen- No. of Pas sen-
tpassen- ge~ms lg!!~en- kms 

ers passeng- ers 
Year pas sen Jc.ms ers kms ~ .... .,. ... __ .,. 

-
1976 12 1.61 1 470 793 119 47 (ll) 257 64889 12 891 1 582 682 
1C777 13 031 1 529 933 139 38448 195 54 452 13 365 1 622 833 
1W8 10 286 1 1.66 184 148 38991 227 62~ 10 661 1 567 781 

I 

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL GOODS TRAFFIC ON GREEK RAILWAYS 
(1976.-1978) 

Domestic International TOTAL 
lionnec:. "_rume kms: I onn£S loaded_ Tnnne~ LJnL nadPd. T nnnP c:: TnnnP km! 

1976. 18W 4947lT 1 002 172 395 626 176 547 3 526 844 .:.•15 
1977 1 855 4W 216 , fD5 174 383 628 181 836 31.88 855 436 
1918 1 129 492 le8) 551 125 316 i 7CB 192 'JT7 3594 854 3le2 

(1) SOUrce: Greek"National Statistical Office 

(2) ~team locomotives were taken out of operation in 1977.·• 
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ANNEX II 

Road traffic in Greece 

A. Size of the road network ------------------------
Compared to the rail network, Greece's road network is relatively dense 

and serves the entire territory with the exception of a few mountain 

villages. Admittedly, not all roads in the mountainous areas are 

passable the whole year round. According to calculations by the Greek 

Ministry of Transport there is an average of 0.3 km of road per square 

kilometre in Greece; this figure is roughly the same as in Bulgaria 

and Romania <0.35 km), but is far less than France <1.45 km> or Germany 

<1.93 km). 

National 
road network 

7704 1093 1721 1742 1900 
Regional road 
network 25& 31293 31012 31210 31:!)0 

Total D506 - 3fl10 II() 012 IIOID 

B. ~!2!~_2f_!n~_r229-~~!~2r~ 

42% of national roads are no more than 6.5 m wide and 32% are between 

6.5 and 7.5 m wide; only 7% of the network is wider than 10m. 

Speed limits on the national road network are generally low. On over 

78% of roads the speed limit is 60 km/h and 70 km or more on only 35% 

of roads. On 80% of roads the speed limit varies between SO and 70 

km/h. 

On most roads <51%) traffic flows are intermittent and traffic 

conditions are generally difficult. 

Good traffic conditions and high quality roads are to be found in 

only 19% of the national network. Intermittent traffic flows and 

reduced speeds are a feature of 30% of the road network. 
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The volume of goods traffic carried by road has increased significantly 

in recent years in comparison with rail. Nevertheless, the bulk of 

imports and exports (raw materials, capital and consumer goods) is 

still carried by sea. 

The situation is different in the agricutlural sector, where most of 

the produce in international trade is carried by road (inter alia, in 

a fleet of modern refrigerated lorries). 

FORMS OF TRANSPORT FOR IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 

Year Road Rail Air Sea 

Mill irn X of f.,i Ll irn X of Mill irn X of Mill irn X of 
tanes total tanes total tanes total tanes total 

1974 514.3 1.72 1,006.2 3.37 16.4 0.06 28,2787.5 94.8 

1977 1,352.2 4.90 958.9 3.1 22.8 0.08 25,.180 91.5 

TREND IN NUMBER OF VEHICLES 

1965 1970 1975 1979 

Private 104 257 226 893 435 342 839 341 
cars 

Buses 8 485 10 546 13 414 16 136 

Lorries 64 930 107 361 196 444 351 052 

Motor 49 439 69 246 87 800 110 308 
cycles 

Total 227 111 414 046 733 000 1 316 837 
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I I 
1 I:Total Good Average Poor 1 Less than !More than 
{ategory 1 length 1 c·ondition ! condition I condition I 6 m wide 16 m w·ide 

1----~----~-------+------~~------+-------r-----1 I I I I I I 

~~~-J--:::::_I__::_e::-_::_:-1 ___ :::::.:. __ 1 ___ :::-.:::_:_j----~:::. __ ti _ __:~:::-
IREGIONAL I 31.300 I 14.700-47 X I 8.100-26 X I 5.800-18,5 XI 16.000 12.600 
I I I I I I I 

1---------f--------f-------------f-------------f-------------f------------~---------
l I I I I I I 
'TOTAL I 40.250 I 22.300-55 X I 8.900-22 X I 6.2Q0-16 X I 17.300 I 20.100 I I I I I I I 
i I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

c. The volume of traffic is such that only a very small fraction of the 

Greek road network is saturated, and, despite the steadily increasing 

number of vehicles on the roads, traffic on the majority of the road 

network is well below capacity. The trend in total daily volume of 

traffic has been as follows : 

1967 10,634,000 vehicle/kilometres per day 
1972 18,536,000 II II II II 

1975 21,462,000 II II II II 

1979 22,000,000 II II II II 

1981 25,000,000 II II II II 

In 1981 the number of vehicles using the main road between Athens/ 

Thessaloniki and the Yugoslav border each day on average is as follows: 

(a) the section between Evzoni and Axios, 2567 vehicles, of which 21X 

are goods vehicles - this figure includes 1383 vehicles which crossed 

the frontier, 14.6% of which were goods vehicles; 

(b) on the section Axios - Athens, 9183 vehicles, 26X of which were 
goods vehicles. 
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ANNEX III 

The Greek merchant fleet 

Sea transport has always been the principal form of transport in Greece. 

In 1971 it accounted for 94.85% carrying 28,300 m tonnes and in 1977, 
91.5%, carrying 25,200 m tonnes. 

A c4rrespondingly high proportion 

of ~reece's foreign trade is 

carried by sea <see table opposite> 

/'tear 

1916 
1977 

1911 

Imports 

951 
91tl 

951 

Exoo.rts 

881 
161 
901 

As at 31 October 1980 Greece's commercial fleet (flying the Greek flag 

or foreign flag•>totalled 4,546 vessels <over 100 grt> with a tonnage of 

52,262,428 grt. The majority of these ships, i.e. 3,781 C83%> accounting 

for a total tonnage of 40,080,413 grt <73%>, sailed under the Greek flag 

<according to statistics from the Greek shipowners federation>. The 

tonnages accounted for by the various types of vessels are as follows 

<in X>: 

Type of % of total % of vessels J % of total % of total 
number of tonnage vessel vessels in sailing under tonnage of carried under 
Greek fleet Greet flag Greek fleet Greek flaa 

Ttnkers 13.3 10 31.7 61 
"'reighters 52.2 11 21.3 ., 
~ulk freignters 20,0 19 30.0 .. 
Mixed 1.6 10 7.9 10 

Passenger 7.7 94 1.7 75 
~essels · s.z 15 0 .. 4 .. lt;c::,..•ll..,.nonJIC! 

. .. 
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c. ~s~_2f-~hie~ 

"'QQId 
CATEGORY 

10D- 11/f -- 999 
1.000- 1.999 
z.aao- 3.999 
4.aao- 5.999 
6.CIIO- 6.999 
7.000- 7.999 
LCIIO- 9.999 

10.CIIO- 14.999 
15.CIIO - 19.999 
i!D.CIIO - Z9. 999 
».CliO - JM99 
o\O.CIIO - 49.999 
so.aao - w.999 
IIO.CIIO • W. 999 
70.CIIO - '19. 999 
ID.CIIO- 5.999 
CJO.CIIO - 99.999 

10D.CIIO - 109.999 
110.000- 119.999 
1CD.ODO- 129.999 
1:».CIIO- ,.999 
140.CIIO 

The following table shows that 62.2% of the Greek flag vessels (40.1% 

of the total tonnage> are more than 15 years old and 14.16% <1.8% of 
total tonnage> are more than 30 years old. 

SIZE AND AGE OF STEAM AND MOTOR-POWERED VESSELS 
REGISTERED UNDER THE GREEK FLAG AS AT 30 JUNE 1980 

-------- ·- --------

o-4 5·9 10-14 15•19 a-a Z5•Z9 ]D years 
years years years pHrS years purs Md above 

11.436 7.ln 16.9S5 32.(Gt 99 :!1.121 W.52D 
15.509 1L?i0 15.661 31.5» 43 h318 41.C.S 
43.161 62.8 71.480 49.li9 41 61.9» 111'1.135 

119.797 210.1153 11L2111 311.251 66 3&7.541 163.631 
f&M9 153.3!4 'liii.JS -- " am -.w. 
46.952 52.101 2DO.Z14 272.119 15 91.9lft 13.331 .. .. 43.2112 45.1l3 231.1Cll o\0 ]J1.6Q CD 1!0.165 Zt • .,. 

21 21e0.90 Ill 61P.7!6 • 111.80 9S ~.493 167 1.4W.tD 21 w. •• 52.766 
• 1.212..474 " 1.111.~ 1.~- 127 1 .... 457 132 1 ..... 12 21115.4112 a.S99 
~ 1.451.1'5 9S 1.611.210 'l9 , .IS9.CJPI • 1.106.655 ll l&1.52t 11 .... IIM1il 
11 114.tlll 2D o\00.134 5Z 1.m.- 4ft 1.05l.2216- Z5 -- 1 CD.41f .. 
7 l!J6.IIR zs '19t.016 » 1.CI6LG 53 1.112.5» 1 n• .. 
4 174.61J 6 a65.315 ]I 1.661.CIJf 'IS ·657.536 .. .. 6 •• 1Z 636..1W 4 lt4.499 .. .. 
4 ZlD.1GD 6 37UI16 4 251.19r .. .. 
z 151.3R 7 51L014 1 'l'2.lil' .. .. - ... .•. 1 10.125 z ... .. .. .. .. .. 9 IBA5J .. 
1 1CI5.GIID 4 417.ti!O 6 es.• .. -1 115.- 4 •• 1CI5 z ... .. 
1 1ZS.MI 1 12Ul9 

to reduce the risk of accidents casued by obsolete vessels, the Minstry 

of the Merchant Marine has enacted a regulation that no ship more than 

17 years old may be entered in a Greek shipping register. 

D. Total losses of vessels 
-----------------------

TOTAl. 

lt3.41Z 
172.015 

266 o\115.619 
36B 1.161.621 

1.C6.3D 
106 62LD 
107 537.D 

4.414.'la2 
7.1 .... 
6.127 .CillO 

!S UQ.613 
143.ta.452 
6lZ.7l9.312 
• 1 ••• 
14 IJII0.5110 
10 ~1.610 
s 'llil.fSI 
9 llS.4S5 

11 1.1S.477 
7 -..an 
z Z5Z.7l1 

The relatively high average age of the Greek commercial fleet is probably 

one of the factors contributing to the relatively high loss rates due to 
damage. 
... -- ------ .. -· ---- . ---- .. 

Total losses of ships over 500 GRT in 1975 1976 1977 1971 1979 1980 1968- 1910 

I Greece 25 25 32 74 72 37 311 
United Kingdom .. 11 1 3 2 4 4 62 

USA 3 3 5 5 3 5 40 

Japan 11 12 6 13 10 7 113 
P1n••• 37 52 45 48 52 47 315 . 
~iberie 20 20 16 a 15 12 192 
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The shipping sector is still an important provider of employment for 

Greece, even though the number of foreign nationals employed on Greek 
ships is steadily increasing. 

Breakdown of the crews of Greek ships as at 31 May 1980: 

--- --- -

Crews on ships sailing Crews on 
'"'"'•"' .GN!l!k fiaa ·Greek shil)s '. ioled' + non-

Total . · officl!r' .H~!~g other 

Greek nationals 52.518 • 66 X 23.879 == 95,4 X 7.016 == 57 X 
Other nationals 26.941• 34 X 1.142 == 4,6 X 5.YR = 43 X 

Total 19.459 25.021 12.413 

F. f2!!!!!_!~ieei~a 

Under the national maritime code <1973) applicable to coastal shipping, 

only vessels that are more than SOX Greek-owned may operate as coasters. 

The code also stipulates that only vessels flying the Greek flag have 

the right to carry passengers and goods between ports <cabotage>, and 

to perform towing operations, provide assistance, undertake sea rescues 

etc. within or between Greek territorial waters. 

Within the coastal shipping sector the Greek Government attaches 

particular importance to the services to the numerous islands, which 

are essential for their economic and social life, health care and 

tourism. However, operators can no longer justify running these often 

little-used lines on purely economic grounds, and so the state has to 

subsidize them. Despite all the attempts at rationalization, the 

volume of subsidy required i_s likely to increase substantially; the 

Greek Government has budgeted a total of nearly Drs 13 million for the 

five-year developMent plan.· 

: --
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ANNEX IV 

Air traffic in, from and to Greece 

Aircraft arrivals ·and departures in Greece more than doubled between 

1968 and 1978, and the number of air passengers increased during the 

same period by 330%. This dynamic development is primarily due to 

tourism. The volume of freight and mail carried also increased, although' 

its share is still not very significant. 

y 

Volume of traffic on Olympic Airways 

in 1965, 1970, 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978 

Oal!stic fl i§tts Intematia'al. fl Httt . 
Kills 

. 
f 

E \lcms Passenger Frei~t Mail flCW'I ~.of Passenger Freisttt Mail A 
R . flCW'I PassenQ!!'S kilanetre in in <in ·. ~"':f'"·~ kilanetres in in 

<inlCXD> <in 1()l)) tlan tlcm 1()l)) tlclll ~km I 
! : 

196~ 4 258 471 436 155 734 2 007 143 7 554 300 567 385 548 6 034 1 477 

197~ 6 171 1 016 376 303 191 2 212 235 ~2 877 598 339 1 796 199 29 874 3 140 . 

197~ I 113 z 009 221 629 667 3 111 254 ~6 883 121 206 2 796 128 29' 811 3 729 I 

I 
197~ 9 433 z 311 706 741 414 4 664 291 ~4 112 1 159 331 3 111 318 49·599 4 817 ' 
1971 9 525 z 745 647 152211 4 171 306 129 708 1 156 211 3 507 290 49 678 s 086 
1971 10 "5 3 S3Z 026 1 037"' 

5 '" 
352 l3o 433 1 331 491 3 591 Z22 56~ 5171 . ' 

At present Greece has over 15 airports handling international traffic 
- . ---· . -- - --· --

and a further 18 which handl'e -domes._ti-c flights only •. aecause of tjle large 

volume of traffic at Athens Airport, a start was made on the 

construction of a new airport (Spata> for Attica. For various reasons, 
I 

however, work on this project is at a standstill and the Greek 

Government is now trying to improve conditions in the existing Athens. 
Airport. 
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N 

, 
m 

00 .... . 
o-
V1 
0 .... 
l> 
;:, 
;:, . .... 
< ...... 
-i\ ..... 
;:, . 

Aitport 
' 

il 1. A theftS 
·~ 2. Thessaloniki 
~ 

' 3. Heraklion .... 
I 4. Korfu u .... 5. Alexandropoulis .... 

• 6. ttyt ilene • e 1. Kos 0· 
~. 

I ... LiMOS 
"C 9. ~i· c •• 10. Cepttalonia 
~. 11. Z.nti .. 
c 1Z. Andravida 0 ._.. 

13. tc:al-.ta .... 
• 14. ltlodDs c 
L. 15. S..os • .... 
c 

Share of 
traffie 

(197,!!) 
in~ 

. 62,4 
1,0 
5,4 
3,8 

6,9 

Existing bottlenecks ~~:fli"Cfa~ 
(in Drs mill~on) 

Landing strips + customs clearance buildings 

Parking aprons + customs clearance buildings 
Parking aprons + customs clearance buildings_ 

Parking aprons + customs clearance buildings 
Parking aprons+ customs clearance buildings 
Parking aprons + cust~ms clearance buildings 

Parking aprons + customs clearance buildings 
Landing strips, parking aprons+ customs cleara1ce 
Landing strips, parking + customs clearance 
Parking aprons + c~stoms clearance buildings 

Parking aprons + custo.a clearance buildings 
Parking apron., + customs clearance buildin.aa 

Total 

923 
602,8 
634.8 

2 875.8 
4o.a 

798 
155 
715 
470 
334 

463 •• 
300 
476 
106 

- 8 895 
~~-------------------+------------+----------------------------------·~-----------~--~------~ 

>. 
~ 
-G 
0 ., .... 
.c· 
c: .... _. .... 
u .... .... 
Ill ... 
e 
0 
c 

1 • .~Mnnina 
2. Chrisopoulis-Kavall 
~. Cllios 
4. ltykonos 
5. Skiathos 
.• Avrinion 
7. tc:ojanf 
I. ~astoria 
9. ICavpathol 

10. Santorin 
11. Kyt .. ra 
12. tUl01 
1S ••• ,1'01 
14. LarftN 
15. Ita Achialot 
16. Prewza 
17. Soarta 
11. lllarathon 

Parking aprons and customs clearance 
Landing strip, parking and customs clearance 

Landing strip, parking and customs clearance 

.Landing strips, parking and customs clearance 

---

Total 

117.1 

685 
250 
197 

'•' o.a 
1 007 

651 
257 
56 -

700 
117 -

9 
100 

' . 3 534.4 
------------------------~------------~-----------~----



RegiCI"' 

ftll t i-regicnl 
II 

II 

II 

Anatolikis Stereas 
Ke Nison 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

IY~!!!_Qf_!Ba~leQB!_!~fB!§!BY&!YBs_eBQ~~~!§ 

<excluding telecommunications) 

for which assistance was granted from the 

European Regional Development Fund in 1981 
. G 1 1n reece 

Project tt>. 

PIJ/C13/03/002 

81/C13/03/002 

81/CS/03/tt:lt 

81/fW03/rt:IJ 

81/f:S/03/001 

PIJ/08/04/003 

II 

81/CS/04/001 

II 

II 

II 

II 

81/C13/04/0Cit 

.. 
81/®04/026 

1 - 1981 

Project descriptiCI"' 

r'cxiemizatiCI"'Iillpf'OIIellll!f: railway line 

New ccnstructiCI"'IIIIOdemizatiCI"'Ii~: 
road infrastructure 

New CCI"'Struct'ial: road works 

rtxtemizatiCI"': main railway line 

New ccnstructiCI"': road works (Kikladcn> 

New ccnstruct iav'naiemi zat ion/ illpt'CMIIII!nt: 
port works <Mole n:t crane> <Evias> 

New ccnst ruct ion/naiemi zat iCI"'I inprovement : 
ai~rt infrastructure <Evias) 

New ccnstruction/extensioo: road works 
Fthiotidos, Fokidos) 

New ccnstructiallextensim: road works <Viotias> 

New coostructicnlextensioo: road works (Evias> 

New ccnstruction/extensiCI"': road works CEvias> 

New ccnstructiCI"'IextensiCI"': road works 
<Evritil'lias> 

New ccnstruction/inpi"'OIeelll!!'1: port works 
(three ports) <Kiklaciln> 

New coostructiCI"'Iillpf'OIIellll!f: airport infra-
structure <Kiklacbl) 

Extension: I"'ODDorks <Evrita'lias) 

1
Scuce: Canu1ications fran the Canissioo 
OJ tt>. c 246 of 20.9.1~ 
OJ tt>. c ~7 of 31.12.1c;t52 
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more than 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

less than 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Project No. Project description 

Kentrikis Ke Ditikis Makedbnias 

8>/C8/04/011 New construction: port works <~role) (Chalkidikis) 
II 81/CIJ/04/~ New constructim/III'Jdemizationli~: 

road works <Chalkidikis) 
II II New constructioniiii'Jdemizationlinpi'CM1IIIent: 

road works O<ilkis> 
II II New constructionllllldemizaticnli~: 

road works <Pierias and Thessalonikis) 
II II New ca'IStructicniiii'Jdemizat icnl inprovement : 

road works Clmathias> 
II II New castructicn/IIIDmi zat ion/ inprovement: 

road works CPell is) 
II II New constn.lcticnlllrldemizationli~: 

road works CFlorinis> 
II II New constructicniiii'Jdemizationli~: 

road works O<astorias> 
II II New constructioniiiiOdemizatia'll inprovement: 

road works <Kozanis) 
II II New constructioniiiiXfemizaticnl i""rovement: 

road works (~ 
II II New constructicniiii'Jdemizatia'lli~: 

road works (varicu;) 

II II New construct icnlnrxtemi zaticnl ilq')I"CMMIIent: 
road works CPell is and Florinas> 

II 81/(8/03/010 rtxiemizaticnli~t: railway line 
Thessaloniki-f'I"'OIIChon <various locations) 

Peloponnisou Ke Ditikis Stereas Ellados 

81/(8/03/003 New constructicnlmxlemization/inprovement: 
road works CAchaias and ll ias> 

II fD/(8/04/0C£, New construction/extension: port works (pier 
and CJ.~BYS> <Achaias> 

II II New constructionlinprovf!lllel1t: port works Cmles 
and quay walls> ~allinias> 

II II Extension/inprowment: port works Cllole> 
<Messinias) 

II II Extension/ inprovement: port works <Role ard 
quay wall> ~inias> 

II II New construction/extensionli~: airport 
infrastructure Cbui lding) CZakinthou> 
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nore than 
10m EQJ 

X 

X 

less than 
10m EQJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Regicn Project No. Project description rue tlw\ less than 
10m EQJ 10m ECU 

Pelqponnisou Ke Ditikis St~s Ellados 
~ ~ • # •• 

<continJed> WJ/(JJ/of.lfXI3 Extensionlimpnovement: ai~rt infrastructure 
<larding strip, widening and Levelling) 
<Kefall inias) X 

II 81/®04/0CR New constructionlextensionlmodemization/ 
imprwement: road works Cll ias> X 

II II New constructionlextensionlmodemization/ 
imprwement: road works CAchaias> X 

ri II New constructionlextensionllllldemization/ 
improyenent: road works CKorintMas and 
Argol ic:bs) X 

II II New construction/extensionlmodemizationl 
impi"CM!!II!nt: road works <Arkadias> X 

II II New ccnstructionlextension/modemi zation/ 
i~~: reed works Cl.akonias> X 

II II New construction/ extens ion/IIICX.t!mi zat ion/ 
ilq)f'CM!IIII!nt: road works <Messinias> X 

II II New cmstructionlextension/modemizationl 
ilq)f'CM!IIII!nt: road works <Zaldnthou a"'d 
Kefall inias) X 

II II filbdemizatia'llimprwement: road works 
<Etoloakannarrias) X 

II II rtcxiemizationl improvement: road works 
<Korint'hias ard Achaias> X 

II 81/®fit/U!/J rtxtemizationl improvement: port works 
<Argol ida> Extension: port works <Achaias) X 

II 81/®04/031 ftbdemizationlimprcvement: roads CArgol ida) X 
II II ftbdemization/ improvement: roads <Arkadia) X 
II II Modemizationlimprovanent: roads (Achaia> X 
II II New construction: roads Cll ia> X 
II II New construction: roads and bridges CKorinthia) X 
II II New construction: roads Cl.akonia> X 
II II New construct"Un: roads <Messinia> X 
II II New constructicn: roads <Kefall inia) X 
II II f'odemization/improvement: roads CZakinthos> X 
II II fibdemizatiall improvement: roads (Etoloekamania) X 
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Regia'\ Project tt>. 

Thessal ias PJ)J~/f:lt/002. 

II PJ)Jr:IJfY+/012 

II II 

II II 

II 81/~f:lt/011 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II 81/~f:lt/013 

II 81/~/f:lt/032 

II 81/~/fY+/rf33 

II II 

II II 

II II 

Anatolikis Makedonias 

PJ)/~/f:lt/010 

II II 

81/~/f:lt/015 

81/~f:lt/034 

Project descriptia'\ 

New constructicn: port works (track) 
(Mag\isias> 

Extensicnlmodemizaticn: infrastructure 
works in two airports Cl ightbuoy 
installaticn aro road) (Maglisias) 

New ta'IStructicn/extensicn: port works 
Cnmring pier, qJa)' wall aro road) 
(Mig'lisias> 

New ccnstructicnlextensicn: port works 
<mooring pier, qJay wall ard sea-shore 
road> ~isias> 

New constructicnlifl1)rovenent: road works 
OLarisis and Ka~itsis> 
New catStructicn/inprovement: road works 
OLarisis and Mlgnisias> 

New Ca'\Structicnlinprovement: road works 
<tdkalon. ard Ka~itsis> 

New ccnstructicn/ inprovement: road works 
<vario..as) 

New ccnstructicn: port works <track> 
<MasJlisias> 

New ccnstructicn: port works <MasJlisia> 

New ccnstructim: roads and bridge 
<Larissa> 

New constructicn: roads <Maglisia) 

New constructicn: roads (Trikala> 

New CCI'IStructicn: roads (J(a~tsa> 

New constructicnlextensim: port works 
<mole ard CfJ1Y wall> (Serrcn> 

Extensicn/ inpr'(M!IIIel'lt: infrastruct\.l'e works 
in two airports <mostly larding strips, 
buildings, l i9ttbooy> O<avalas> 

New constructicn/inprcM!IIIet'Tt: road works 
<vario..as> 

New ccnstructicnlinpf'O\IIIIIent: road works 
<vario..as) 

Modemizaticn/inpr<M!IIIel"'t: roads <Kavala> 

New constructicn: roads (Drama> 

Modemizaticnlinprovement: roads <Serres> 
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more tha1 
10m EOJ 

less than 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Regioo Project No. 

Kritis PtJ/~/04/007 

II II 

II II 

If If 

II If 

" " 

" 81/W04/0'YJ 

Ipirru PlJ/~/04/0CR 

If " 

II 81/®04/020 

II II 

II If 

If " 

" II 

" If 

Project descriptioo 

New ta'lStructial/rnodemizatioo: port 
works (pier, deepening of the basin 
and sea-shore q.sys) CChanioo> 

New CQ'lStructial/rnodemizatioo: port 
works (pier, deepening of the basin 
an::.! sea-shore ~s) CRethi~~r~is) 

New ta'lStructial/IIIXi!mizatioo: port 
works (piers, ~Y walls, crcne arx:l 
rails> (lrakliou> 

New coost ructial/extensial/rnodemi zatioo: 
airport infrastructure (fire-service 
statioo, custan house and ca1111ercial 
center> Clrakliou) 

New coostructioo: airport infrastructure 
( radiO'i:leacoo ard telecanm.ni cat ioo 
system \4iF-u-tF equiJ]IIE!nt) CChanioo> 

nDre tha-t 
10m EW 

New ta'$truct ion/extensim/modemizatioo: 
radio-beacoo a-d telecaiiiU'Iicatioo 
system \4iF-u-tF equipnent in the port 
<Lasithiou) 

ModemizationlinproYallent: repairing of 
damage protectioo of JRain aole <Lasithi> 

Extensiall inprovement: infrastructure 
works in three airports Cnmtly landing 
stdps and security systems> (various> 

New CQ'lStructioo: infrastructure works in 
seven fishing ard ta.rist ports 
<Kerk i ras ard Levkacbs> 

New cmstructialli~: road works 
Cioarnirm> 

New constructiallextensioo: road 
works CThesprotias) 

New ta'lStructiallextensioo: road works 
<Prevezis) 

New CQ'lStructicn/extensionlinproYallent: 
road works CArtis> 

New coostructiallextensicn/inproYallent: 
road works O..evkacbs> 

New coostructionlextensial/inproYallent: 
road works CKerkiras> 
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less tha-t 
10m EW 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Project No. 

Ipi rou Ccart:irued> 81/~wma 

" " 
" " 
,, 

" 
II " 

It 

81/fWC1t/tWJ 

It 

81~1022 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

hrakis 81/®~/ff/3 

" 

81/fWOit/040 

" 

81$04/~1 ~ • 

" 
" 

Project descriptiCI'I 

New CCI'IStructiCI'I: reads CArta> 

D"e ~han 
10 II EQJ 

llbdemizatiCI'II~: roads OCertdra> 

New canstn.tetiCI'I: brict.aes (loamina) 

New ccnstru:tiCI'I: roads <Thesprotia> 

New c:anstru:ticn: roads Cl.Ncadt) 

New CCinltructiCI'I: roads CPrewza) 

ModemizaticrtliiiP'OV! I! It: airprt infra-
struct~.n OCerkira> 

Modemizaticrtli~: port works 
<Preveza> 

New canstNCticrtli~: r-om 
wries (Evnlu) 

New constn.acticrtl~: road 
~~ (~is> 

New canltNCticln/~11 I d:: n.d 
works (Evrau) 

New c:anstNCtiCI'IIi~: road 
works CRDcq)is> 

New c:c:nstructiCI'IIi~: road 
works ~is) 

New canstructicrtlilpv:J!IIalt: road 
worts CXanthis> 

New CCI'IStN:ticrtlactensiCI'I: airport 
infrastf\ICI!l;n (exta1siCI'I of the 
airstrip ri airfield l~i.,.> 
(EvrQ.I) 

New canstr\1Cticrtlect8'1Sian: port works 
CEvrau an:J lbq)is) 

New canstN:tiCI'I: airport <Evros> 

New canstructm: port <XInthi> 

Modemizaticnl~: reads 
CEvros> 

New canstNCtiCI'I: roads <Aocq»i> 

New c:cnstructiCI'I: roads OCanthi) 
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less than 
10m EQJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Region Project No. 

Nison Anatol ikru Egeo..t 

81/r13/C13/007 

II P1J/r13/rA/fXYJ 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

" II 

" II 

" II 

" " 

II 81/r13/rA/rA3 

" II 

II " 
" II 

~r of proiects assisted 

Roaci«:rls projects: 8) 

Railway projects: 3 

Port projects: 28 

Airport projects: 18 

Project description nore than 
10m EOJ 

New construction/nodemization/ X 
inprowment: road works (various> 

New cmstruction/extension: liBter SlR)ly 
(various> 

New cmstruction/extension: sewerage 
networks in 19 settlements (various> 

New cmstructionliiiPI"CM!!IB''t: airport 
infrastructure works <Leswu> 

New cmstruction/inpnM!III8'1t·: airport 
infrastructure works <Leswu> 

New ccnstruction/ inprovernent: airport 
infrastructure works (Chiou> 

New construction/extensionli!lpi"(M!aal!!': 
infrastructure works in the airport 

Cbui lding, road and strip) <s.o.a> 
New construction/inprowement: infra 
structure works in airports Cbuildings, 
strips rd l i~> <various> 

New cmstruction: SlR)ly of f!(JJipnents for 
airports (various> 

Extension: port works Cl..esvou and 
Docleka'li sa.&) 

Extension: port works Ccbcks> (Chiou> 

New constructionlextension: port works 
(cbcks) (Sau.t) 

New ccnstruction/extensicn: port works 
Ccb:ks> CDodekanisou> 

New ccnstruction: roads <Lesws> 

llbi!mizafionliJip'(M!IIlent: roads CChios> 

l'bdemizationl inpr"(M!!III!!': raads cs.,s> 
'Modemizationl inpt'W8181t: roads (Oodekamissa> 

less than 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Total rutber of transport infrastructure projects assisted in 1981: 129 
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Regial 

§~~~aRY_Qf_IBa~§eQBI_!~EBa§IB~£IYB5-eBQ~5£I§ 

<excluding telecommunications> 

for which assistance vas granted from the 

European Regional Development Fund in 

Greece in 19821 

11 - 12§~ 

Project No. Project descriptial 

Anatolikis Stereas KeNison 

81/08/04/001 New canstf\ICticnlextensial: road works 
<Fthioticm W'1d Fokicm> 

II II New CO'lStructicnlext-iO"': ..-works 
CViotias> 

II " New CO'lStn.tcticnlextensioo: ~ works 
. (Evias> 

II II New CO"Btru:ticnlextensioo: road works 
Cvari~> 

II II New CO"Btf\ICticnlextensioo: road works 
<Evritanias> 

II 81/r13/04/004 New constructia'Vextensioo: port works 
CKi k l.acbl) 

II II. New canstructia'llamemizat'ia\/illf)f't'NIIIII!: 
airport infrastructure CKiklact1n> 

II 81/08/04/02/) rtdemizaticnli~: asr;i'lalt J)IM!IIent 
of the road network CViotias) 

II II New constNCticnlmodemizaticnlillf)f't'NIIIII!: 
road works CEvias> 

II .. New castruct'icn/IIIOdemizaticnl~: 
road works CEvritanias> .. II New constn.tcticnlnrxl!mi zat'ia\/ i..,rcM!II!nt: 
road works <Fthioticbs> 

II II New constNCticnlmodemizaticnlillf)f't'NIIIII!: 
road works CFokicbs> 

1Source : Canlulicatia1S fran the Cam~issi<rl: 
OJ No. c 85 of 28.3.1983 
OJ No. C 174 of 1.7.1983 
OJ No. C 1<113 of 25.7.1983 
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more than 
10m EOJ 

Less than 
10m EQJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Region Project tt>. 

Kentrikis Ke Ditikis Makedonias 

81/c:IJ04/~ . 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II •• 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

81/C'JJ/04/028 
II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II 81/C'JJ/04/0?9 
II II 

II II 

Project descriptioo 

New constructionlecte'Sion: road works 
CChalkidikis> 

New construction/extensioo: road works 
CKilkis> 

New cCJ'\Struction/extensioo: road works 
<Pierias an:t Thessalalikis> 

New constructionlextensioo: road works 
<Imathias> 

New constructionlextensioo: road works 
<Pellis> 

New constructionlextensioo: road works 
<Florinis> 

New construction/extensioo: road works 
<Kastorias) 

New castructionlextensicn: road works 
Koa'tis> 

New construction/extensioo: road works 
(Greverm) 

New construction/extensioo: road works 
<various) 

New constructionlextensioo: road works 
<Pellis and Florinis> 

New constructicn: road workS <Grevam> 

New constructioo: road works (Kozalis> 

New construction: road works <Kastorias> 

New constructicn: road works CFlorinis> 

New constructioo: road works CPierias> 

New constructioo: road works <InatMas> 

New constructioo: road works <Pell is> 

New constructioo: road works <Ki lkis> 

more than 
10m EOJ 

New constructioo: road works <Thessalooikis> 

New constructioo: road works (Chalkidikis> 

Extensioo: port works Clhessalooikis> 

l"odemization/inpt"(M!!III!nt: airport infra-
structure (Kastorias) 

l"odemization/i!IJ)I"CM!!IIee"'t: airport infra-
structure<J<oza-\i s> 
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less tlwl 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Project No. 

Pelqponnisou Ke Ditikis Stereas Ellados 

P/)/~/04/~ 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

81/~/04/0CR 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

Thessal ias 81/~/rlt/032 

II 82/~/rlt/025 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II 82/~lrl+/02h 

Project description 

New construction/extensioo: port works 
CAchaias> 

New construction/modemizationlinprovement: 
post works (Kefall inias> 

Extensionlmodemization/ inprovement: 
port works ~sinias> 

New construction: port works ~sinias> 

New construction/extensioo: airport 
infrastructure (Zakinthou) 

l'odernizationlinprovement: airport 
infrastructure CKefallinias) 

New construction/extension: road works 
(ll ias> 

New CO'lStruction/extensioo: road works 
CAchaias) 

New CQ"'Struction/modemization/inprovement: 
road works CKorinthias> 

New construction/extension: road works 
<Korinthias ard Af1J>l icbs> 

New construction/extension: road works 
<Arkadias> 

New construction/extension: road worka 
<Lakonias> 

New construction/extensioo: road works 
<P'essinias> 

New construction/extension: road works 
CZakinthou and Kefallinias) 

Modemizationlinprowment:: road works 
(Etoloakannanias> 

Modemization/inprovanent: road works 
CKorinthias crd Achaias> 

Modemizationlinprowment:: airport 
infrastructure ~isias> 

IOOre than 
10m EOJ 

New construction/modemization/i!lpi"'WWIent: 
noadworks OLarisis> 

New construction/modemizationlinprovement: 
~rks CTrikalon> 

New constructionlmodemizationl'inprovement: 
I"'OIIiaics CKarditsis) 

New construction/modemizationlinprovement: 
~rks (~isias> 

New construction: port works <Magrisias> 

less than 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Regioo Project tt>. 

Anatol ikis 81/W04/035 
Makecblias 

" 82/fW03/exit 

II 82/rl3/04/017 

Kritis Pll/rl3/04/007 

II .. 

" II 

II II 

II 81/CW04/036 

II II 

II 81/ri3/04/0"'Sl 

II " 
II II 

II II 

II II 

" 82/rl3/04/018 
II II 

II II 

II II 

Ipirou 82/rl3/04/012 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

Project descriptioo more tlw\ 
10m EQJ 

New cCl"IStructioo port works -
reccnstructioo of damage oo wirdJard dock 
<Kava las> 

X 

New C0'1StructiCJ"'Iextensioo: port works 
<Kava las> 

New C0'1StructiCJ"'Imodemizatia'\l inproyement: 
port works Cehcwli(l"l) 

New ccnstruc:tiCJ"'IIIIOdemizatiQ"I/ inproyement: 
port works CRet:Mnnis> 

New CCl'\StructiCl"llmodemizatiQ"I/i~t: 
port works Clrakl iru> 

Extensioo: airport infrastructure 
Clrakliru> 

~mizatiQ"I/inprovement: airport infra-
structure <Chanioo> 

Extensioo: airport infrastructure Clrakl iru> 

New ccntructiCJ"'IIIKXiemizatia'\1 inpt"CM!!IIa'1t : 
road works < Chcwlioo> 

New constructioo: road works <Rethinnis) 

New cmstruction: road works <Irakl iru> 

~mizatia'\1~: road works 
CLasithiru> 

~izatiQ"I/inpt"CM!!IIa'1t: road works 
<Reth innis> 

New construc:tioo: port works <Rethinnis) 

Extensioo: port works CChanioo> 

New constructioo: port works <Irakl iru) 

New ta"8tructioo: port works <Lasithiru> 

ftbiemizatiQ"I/i!lprCM!IIIent: ~rks 
(Thesprotias> 

f'odemizatia'\linprovement: roack>rks <Artis> 

~ization/inprovement: ~rks <Kerkiras> 

New constructW\/ftlldemizatiCJ"'I~: 
roaci.lorks <Thesprotias> 

New constructia'\lmodemizatiCJ"'Iit~PI"CMMIII!nt: 
roact.iorks (Levkatb$) 

New cCJ"'Structioo: f"'Od..orks (Pr"f!Wzis> 

lessttw\ 
10m EQJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Regioo Project No. 

Thrakis 81/08/Ci-t/022 

II II 

II II 

II 81/08/Ci-t/023 

II II 

II 82/08104/024 

II II 

II II 

Nisoo Anatol ikou Egeou 

II 81/08/Ci-t/Ci+Z 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II 82/08/Ci-t/015 
II II 

II II 

II II 

Number of projects assisted: 

Roadworks projects: 67 

Railway projects: 

Port projects: 17 

Airport projects: 14 

Project clescriptioo 

New coostructioo/extensioo: road 
works (Evrou> 

New calStructioo/extensioo: road 
works <R<:x:Q:>i s> 

New calStructioo/extensioo: airport 
infrastructure CXanthis> 

New calStructioo/extensioo: airport 
infrastructure CEvrou> 

New coostructioo/extensioo: port works 
<Evrou and Rclc:Q:>is> 

New coostructioo/natemizatioo/ 
inprovement: roack>rks <Xanthis> 

New CCJ'lStruction/nalemi zat ion/ 
inprovement: road.lorks <Evrou> 

New coostructicn/nalemizatioo/ 
inprovement: roack>rks <~is) 

New construction: infrastructure for 
two airports <Lesvou> 

Extension: airport infrastructure <Chiou> 

Extensioo: airport infrastructure (Salru) 

Extension: infrastructure for several 
airports <various> 

New coostruction: road.lorks <Lesvou> 

New constructicn/natemizatioo/ 
inprovement: roac:Works (Salru) 

New CCJ'lStruction/nalemization/ 
inprovement: road.lorks <Doclekami sou) 

New construction/natemizatioo/ 
inprovenent: roacW>rks (Chiou) 

Total rurtler of transport infrastructure projects assisted in 1982: 98 
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roore then 
10m EOJ 

less thcrl 
10m EOJ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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EIB FINANCING IN GREECE SINCE ACCESSION ---------------------------------------

Lending In Greece by the European Investment Bank 
now stands at well over 1.1 billion ECUs1' 1, reflecting 
the swift expansion In operations - amounting to 
close on 780 million ECUs (Dr. 52 bn.) -that has 
occurred since the country joined the European 
Community In 1881. 
The EIB, which mounted Its first financing operations 

In Greece in 1963 under the Financial Protocols 
annexed to the Greece - EEC Association Agree
ment, has since 1981 channelled investment credit 
Into 1 great many projects in Industry and agriculture, 
the energy sector and lnfr .. tructural dev.lopment. 
as well as the financing of reconstruction works In 
areas devastated by the earthquakes In 1181. 

• 
rhe financing activity has appreci
able effects on the Greek economy. 
The total volume of fixed-asset in
vostment placed with supporting fi
nance from the Bank since 1981 is 
nstimated at 2.2 billion ECUs (Or. 
I:):) bn.), while the number of jobs 
~~mated or made secure is put at 
c;•1or 12 000. What lends particular 
irnpact to these operations is the 
fact that they are concentrated in the 
':lss-developed regions and in priori
ty -,actors. In other words, they go 
·;orne way towards answering 

Greece's need to modify its 
economic structure in order to eaae 
its integration into the fabric of the 
COmmunity: proof positive of EEC 
solidarity. 
Until 1981, EIB financing in Greece 
was subject - as it normally is for 
operations anywhere outside the 
European Community - to a ceiling 
and to a specific period of time: 
under the two successive Protocols, 
provision was made for the Bank to 
advance some 350 million ECU1''1 for 
investment in industry, agriculture. 

Source: EIB Information, No. 36 October 1983 
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the energy sector and basic infras
tructure'21. 

'" 11 at 30 September 1983· ttw total would 
now equate to about Or 85 billion. The Of. 
amounts giYen in this article are baed on 
the con'iarsion ratee obtaining It the da'
of contract signature. The aggregate 
amount for the two Protocols would come to 
around Of 27 billion. 

•21 for further particulers on financing in 
Greece before accesaion. see EIB-Info1'!1111-
tion No 21 (May 1980) and the book. "'Euro
pean Investment Bank -1958-1983". avail· 
able free on request from the Sank's Infor
matiOn and PubliC Relations [)tyialon. L· 
2950 Luxembourg 
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Those lending ceilings ceased to 
apply when Greece became a 
Member State. The EIB advanced 
160 million ECUs in Greece in 1981 
and almost 460 million in 1982. Ac
counting for only about 3.6% of the 
overall population of the Communi
ty. Greece in fact attracted 10.8% of 
all Bank lending from own resources 
and those of the New Community 
Instrument in the Community in 
1982, placing it, in terms of lending 
per capita. second only to Ireland. 
·This high rate of lending continues 
in 1983, and to judge from financing 
already provided and the volume of 
applications under appraisal. much 
the same total can be expected, if 
not an increase in activity. At the 
time of going to press, the Bank is 
expecting, at its Board meeting in 
Athens at the beginning of October, 
to sign contracts totalling Dr. 11.4 
billion (143.6m ECUs). 

The surge in lending since 1981 
owes a great deal to the close af
finities between the priorities that 
must be pursued in the Greek 
economy and the objectives set be
fore the EIB. for accomplishing its 
·appointed task under the Treaty of 
Rome. most especially in the area of 
regional development and reducing 
the Community's reliance on im
ported oil. This has been happening 
as the implementation of New Com
munity Instrument financing has 
been getting into stride (NCI • see p. 
10). 

In endeavouring to promote the ba· 
lanced development of the Com
munity- its stated aim in the Treaty 
of Rome - the Bank gives primacy 
to providing finance for investment 
fostering regional development, 
which in practice means projects in 
regions that are eligible for govern
ment aid under this heading EIB 
financing tends accordingly to be
come concentrated in those 
Member Countries where regions 
are lagging farthest behind in de
velopment and/or the economy is 
being held back by difficulties of 
industrial conversion. Greece is very 
much a case in point: its per capita 
Gross Domestic Product in 1980, 
adjusted to give equivalence of pur
chasing power, came to 57% of the 
Community average, placing it be
hind Ireland, where the figure was 
62%. The entire country, with the 
sole exceptions of Athens and the 
Piraeus and Thessaloniki, is eligible 
to a greater or lesser extent for 
regional development aid. Low 
though it may be, moreover, the 
blanket GOP figure masks wide 
geographical gaps Apart from the 

difficult geography of the country. 
there rematns the still prominent 
economic role of agriculture, which 
in 1980 continued to account for 
30% of the workforce, with many 
farm workers under-employed on 
smallholdings showing productivity 
levels far below the average for the 
EEC. Almost all the EIB's loans for 
investment financing in Greece have 
had a regional impact. 

This category of financing thus em
braces projects in industry, especial· 
ly small and medium-sized enter
prises, agricultural development (ir
rigation and on-farm investment) 
and transport and telecommunica
tions infrastructure. vital elements in 
a country like Greece. four-fifths 
mountainous and including a 
thousand or so islands. 170 of them 
populated. Communications are at 
times difficult and expenstve, not 
only constituting a drag on 
economic development but also ad
ding impetus to rural depopulation 
This lends special importance to the 
improvement of the road system. 
railways and telecommunications. 

The Bank has been financing invest
ment designed to create the right 
sort of conditions for drawing new 
forms of activity into regions that 
have little industry to date and at the 
same time help the authorities in 
their efforts to reduce the concent
ration of economic activity around 
Athens/Piraeus and Thessaloniki. 
which account for 40% of the coun
try's population. over 55% of pro
duction and two thirds of service 
activities. The aim is to attract en
trepreneurs into other regions, and 
especially towards such selected 
growth centres as Patras, Volos, 
Larissa, Heraklion. Kavala, Kozani. 
Ptolemais and loannina. 

A second investment priority is ener
gy, including the tapping of indigen
ous resources. energy savings and 
diversifying imports by substituting 
coal for oil, e.g. in industry. This is 
an area in which much remains for 
Greece to do: in 1982, it relied on 
imported oil for about 65% of its 
primary energy consumption. 
whereas the Community has set it· 
self a target of reducing the propor
tion of oil in the Ten's total energy 
consumption to 40% · by 1990 
Greece has ample lignite resources 
at its disposal. sites suitable for hyd
roelectric schemes and. indeed. oil 
and gas deposits. At the same time, 
energy saving is being promoted. 

Environmental protection also fi· 
gures high on the priority list. 
Greece ts not only a leading tourist 
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country but also, as a Member of the 
European Economic Community, a 
signatory of the Barcelona Conven
tion on the protection of the 
Mediterranean, and matters environ
mental are of considerable concern. 
The recent spate of urban develop
ment and the mushrooming popula
tiOns of Athens-Ptraeus and Thes
salonlki have for some years now 
been creating pollution problems 
that require counter-measures both 
costly and comprehensive. 

The modernisation and conversion 
of industry is another area to which 
Bank financing is addressed, and 
one to wh1ch critical importance at
taches. given the ever-sharper com
petition on world markets and the 
need to rise to technological chal
lenges. This is a need that faces the 
Community at large, but which has 
1ts own complexion in Greece. 
where there are a great many smal
ler. old-established firms, often ill
equipped and showing low produc
tivity. The Bank has been trying to 
use its financing to hone the com
petitiveness of business undertak· 
mgs. including small and medium
sized enterprises. failing which they 
will not be in a position to make the 
most of the common market. 

Long-term capital requirements 

Greece actually enjoyed quite brisk 
economic growth up to the mid· 
1970s. 6 25% per annum on average 
between 1965 and 1975. compared 
wtth 3.75% tn the other OECD coun
tries of Europe Then came the two 
oil shocks and the world recession. 
and growth slowed accordmgly. to 
3.5% (compared with 2.75% tn the 
European OECD countries) between 
1975 and 1980 There was then stag
nation in 1982 and JUSt the 1nklmg of 
a recovery beginnmg to show 
through thts year. Hardly conducive 
either to 1nvestment IS the persis
tently high rate of inflation Greece 
has been suffering since the first oil 
shock. and the input of capital in the 
private industrial sector tn r~"""nt 

years has been tending to decrease. 

Exports - farm products apart, 
largely raw materials and light man
ufactures (the latter with an in
creasingy modern technological 
content) - have traditionally failed 
to balance out imports. but the regu
lar shortfall on the balance of trade 
has largely been made good by 
gains on invisibles (earnings from 
shipping. repatriated incomes. tour
tsm etc.). 

In recent years also. the balance-of 
payments has run tnto difftculties, 
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with export earnings rising more 
slowly and a consequent deteriora
tion in the trade balance. The situa
tion has been exacerbated by the 
levelling-off of earnings from tour
ism since 1979, the effects of the 
world recession and the diminished 
profitability of the shipping sector, 
as well as the ebbing tide of funds 
repatriated by Greeks abroad, fewer 
of whom are now leaving the coun
try, and more returning. There has 

· also been a shrinkage in the availa
bility of capital within the country
not unconnected with the narrow
ness of the national capital market 
- which has been inhibiting opera
tions by Greece's long-term finance 
institutions, often compelling com
panies to go for shorter-term credit, 
which is not the best medium for 
industrial investment, and even less 
for infrastructure. 

Outside financing has thus become 
essential, and that provided by the 
EIB lends itself particularly well to 
Greece's needs,offering as it does 
long-term facilities at fixed rates of 
interest very close to the excellent 
terms the Bank commands on the 
capital markets. thanks to its prime 
credit rating. What is more, the 
funds in question are paid out in 
foreign currency, which is what the 
Greek economy lacks. EIB lending 
thus makes a very real contribution 
to the national investment drive in 
Greece, accounting in 1981-82 for 
almost 4.3% of Gross Fixed Capital 
Formation. 

As a measure of the scale of EIB 
financing in Greece. more than half 
of the 1 229 million ECUs of Com
munity funds advanced there for 
structural improvements in 1981-82, 
more than half (i.e. 618m ECUs of 
long-term loans) was advanced by 
the Bank: 493.1 million from its own 
resources and 124.9 million from 
those of the New Community Instru
ment. The rest of the credit came in 
the form of 11 million ECUs of loans 
from the European Coal and Steel 
Community (ECSC) and 600m ECUs 
of grants from the Community funds 
(European Regional Development 
Fund, European Agricultural Gui
dance and Guarantee Fund and the 
European Social Fund) and aid for 
pilot projects in the energy field. 

The sectoral pattern of lending 

Some 33% of the EIB financing pro
vided in Greece from beginning 
1981 up to 30 September 1983 (255m 
ECUs) has gone towards communi
cations infrastructure; over 27% 
(212.8m ECUs) has been accounted 
for by industry, agriculture and tour· 

ism, about 20% by energy and over 
19% by irrigation, water treatment 
and other kinds of infrastructure. 

Telephone and road Improvements 
head the list, in order of importance: 
186.5 million ECUs out of the 255 
million total went to the Greek tele
communications authority- OTE
for channelling into the improve
ment and extension of the telephone 
and telex network throughout the 
country. An estimated 320 000 sub
scribers have been or are to be 
connected as a result, especially in 
the less-developed, most remote re
gions, in the islands and mountains. 
In some cases, the places in ques
tion may already have been con
nected with the system, but others 
are so remote that this will put them 
in touch for the first time, breaking 
through the isolation from the rest of 
the country with which they have 
had to contend. A total of 53 million 
has been used for part-financing the 
improvement and realignment of the 
Thessaloniki - Serres - Bulgarian 
border road and the Patras- Olym
pia road, in the latter case to give 
access to the local industrial estate 
and nearby archaeological sites. 

NeiCt In order comes energy, with 
loans totalling 160.8 million ECUs, 
including 74 million towards con
struction of the hydroelectric power 
stations at Pigai (Epirus) and Stratos 
(Central Greece, north of Agrinion), 
where output should amount to the 
equivalent of 185 000 tonnes of oil 
per annum by 1986. A further 49.8 
million have been advanced for the 
tapping of a lignite deposit at Amyn
teon, North of Ptolemais in Macedo
nia, for open-cast working, plus 30.4 
million towards the construction ne
arby of a 600 MW power station to 
exploit this source of fuel. By mid-

1986, this scheme should be saving 
the annual equiValent of 800 000 
tonnes of imported oil. The installa
tion of two turbo-alternators at a 
hydrocarbons refinery near Corinth, 
to operate on the combined heat 
and power principle, fired by gas 
previously flared off. accounts for a 
further 6.6 m•lhon. That project 
should achieve energy savings equi· 
valent to about 38 500 tonnes of oil 
per annum, in addition to which it 
will reduce considerably the adverse 
environmental effects of the plant in 
question at a location close to a 
centre of world archaeological inte-· 
rest. 

In December 1981, the Council of 
the European Communities decided 
to provide special aid for recon
struction work In disaster areas, i.e. 
the zones affected by earthquakes in 
February and March of that year. 
The sum of BOrn ECUs was accordin
gly lent from the resources of the 
New Community Instrument, and 
used for repairs to 42 sections of 
roads, the reconstruction or repair 
of 800 educational buildings, 27 ot
her buildings and 7 railway bri~ges, 
and the erection of 550 prefabrica
ted buildings. To stress the fact that 
this financing was in the nature of 
aid, a 3% interest subsidy was gran
ted, charged to the Community 
budget. 

A further 31.7 million went towards 
the development or enlargement of 
Industrial estates at Larissa. lamia, 
Volos. loannina, Kilkis, Serres, Kava
fa, Drama, Komotini, Patras and He
raklion, to help the Greek Govern· 
ment in its effort to promote the 
establishment of new economic acti· 
vity in these development centres, or 
to get existing firms to move there. 

__ , .... ~ ... A- .......... ···-~· ........ , .. 4 ..... ,.....--~-·---·--·4·1~--·-·-.... , .. ,.._,_ 
Greece became a Member of the EIB at the same time as joming the 
EEC, and accordingly contributes to its capital and plays its part in 
Bank decision-making and administration. 

The capital, which is subscribed by the 10 EEC Member States and 
amounts to 14.4 billion ECUs, although only about 10.2% is actually 
paid in or awaiting payment, has a Greek contribution of 225.0 million 
ECUs (1.56%), of which 22.9 million has actually been paid in or is C"~. 

On the Board of Governors there sits one minister from each Member 
State, the Governor for Greece being Mr. Gerassimos ARSENIS, the 
Minister for National Economy. 

On the Board of Directors, Mr. Stavros THOMADAKIS, a Special 
Adviser to the Minister for National Economy, sits· as full Director. 

On the Audit Committee, one of the three sitting members is Mr. 
Constantin THANOPOULOS, Deputy Manager at the Bank of Greece; 
he occupies the chair until the next Annual Meeting of the Board of 
Governors. 

The Bank's staff, which consists of nationals of the EEC Countries, 
has a growing number of Greek members. 
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Environmental protection has at
tracted loans from the EIB for 23.6 
million to date. These have gone 
towards sewerage and sewage treat· 
ment schemes in loannina, Larissa, 
t<astoria and Ptolemais and the con
struction of the Metamorphosis sa
wage treatment plant North of At
hens, which should achieve an 80 to 
90% reduction in the level of pollu
tion created in the Saronic Gulf by 
effluent from a population of about 
1.2 miUion. The last heading is Irri
gation works, 15.2 million ECUs h• 
ving been advanced for schemes in 
Eastern Macedonia and Epirus, ser· 
ving some 17 500 hectares, and for 
the improvement and upkeep of ot
her, existing instaUations. 

Manufacturing Industry 

In the field of productive enterprise, 
IEIB financing between the begin
ning of 1981 and 30 September 1983 
came to 212.8 million ECUs. The 
leading recipient among the major 
industries has been the cement sec· 
tor, in which Greece is Europe's 
second largest exporter after Spain. 
the total advanced was 40.2 million, 
towards: the conversion to coal fir
ing of two cementworks in Central 
Greece and at Volos; the phased 
transfer of production from a plant 
in the Piraeus to Milaki In Euboea 
(Involving also a switch to coal fir· 
ing). and the construction of a coal 
terminal at Milaki to serve both that 
plant and the one at Volos. The 
concern to reduce oil dependence 
clearly shapes each of these moder· 
nisation projects, and the combined 
impact of going over to coal and 
lnaking more rational use of energy 
should yield savings equivalent to 
over 500 poo tonnes of oil per an
num. The works in question also 
included anti-pollutant features and 
installations. This aspect wu also a 
consideration in the decision to fi
.nance the Piraeus- Milald transfer: 

that move not only answers the need 
to seek a better geographical spread 
of industrial activity, but will also 
play ita part in reducing atmospheric 
pollution in the Athens - Piraeus 
area. 

The EIB also advanced 15 million 
ECUs towards the modernisation of 
alumina and aluminium production 
units at the St. Nikolaos plant on the 
Gulf of Corinth, uprating the plant's 
alumina capacity by 100 000 tonnes 
per annum. This is in fact a produc
tivity-cum-energy-saving proje~: it 
will save the equivalent of some 
34 000 tonnes of oil per annum. 

Most of the finance for industry, 
'however, has been finding its way 

into small and medium scale ven
tures, which are of particular import· 
ance in Greece: these attracted 
157.5 million ECUs. Well before ac
cession, the EIB had established 
cooperation with the Hellenic In
dustrial Development Bank (ETBA), 
the National Investment Bank for 
Industrial Development (NIBID) and, 
on the farming and agro-industrial 
side, with the Agricultural Bank of 
Greece (ABG), and since Greece 
joined the Community, the Invest· 
ment Bank and the National Bank of 
Greece have been added to their 
number. All of these have received 
global loans (lines of credit), on 
which they draw to make sub-loans 
in support of small and medium
scale ventures that accord with the 
provisions of the Bank's Statute and 
with its lending criteria. Most such 
ventures are the work· of small or 
medium-sized industrial enterprises, 
although applications are also ac
cepted from the tourist and agricul
tural sectors (in the latter case, for 
irrigation schemes and on-farm in
vestment). These lines of cntdit 
serve to place investment capital 
throughout Graece, although in the 
Athens and Thesaaloniki conurba-

Tot.~ loa• 

million 
ECUI 

of which glObal loan 
. eltocatlona 

number million 
ECUI 

Peloponnese - Western Central Greece 
Eastern Central Greece/Islands 

173" 
160"" 
147 

21 11 
41 23.4 

Central and Western Macedonia 
Epirus 
Thessaly 
Eastern Macedonia 
Crete 
Thracy 
Eastern Aegean Islands 

82 
57 
49 
32 
25 
8.7 

• of which, 33.6 million u aid for reconatructlon 
- of which, 46.4 million u aid for NCOnltructlon 

31 19 
5 4.7 

15 16.5 
14 7 
14 13.1 
6 2.6 
• 8.7 
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tions the funds have to date for the 
most part been channelled into the 
modernisation of .older-established 
industrial activities. · 

Of the 157.5 million ECUs in ques
tion, 103.3 million have been deploy
ed by industry and tlie tourist sector, 
including 6.8 mtHion for smaller
scale investment in the more ratio
nal use of energy. ·The ABG on-lent 
10.2 million towards investment in 
raising 'farm productivity through 
mechanisation, coltective irrigation 
and on-farm capital improvements. 
There stilt remains an amount of 44 
million, allocation of which has yet 
to be completed: the global loans in 
question are of recent date, and a 
certain amount of time is evidently 
needed ·for the process of draw
down. 

At 31 August 1983, the total number 
of smaller industrial ventures fi
nanced from the gtobal loans stood 
at 139: 27.2 million bad gone to the 
food industry, 12.5 million to metal 
production and semi-processing, 
10.7 million. to metalworking and 
mechanical engineering, 8 million to 
textiles and leather and 6.1 million to 
construction materials, the rest of 
the funds having bHn placed In the 
glass, ceramics and woodworking 
industries, chemicals, mining and 
quarrying, rubber and plastics, 
transport equipment, electrical en
gineering, electronics and other ac
tivities. There were nine investments 
mounted by small or medium-sized 
enterprises to reduce or rationalise 
energy use: all .. received allocations 
from a NIBlD gtobal loan. 

For the promotion ottoorist activity, 
always a key sector in Greece, the 
total loaned caine to 11.8 million 
ECUs. There were 15 ventures so 
financed: ·of patticular interest, 
perhaps, was the archaeological 
museum on the Island of Milos in the 

'Cyclad·es. In December 1002: this 
received a 163 000 ECU advance 
under an ETBA global loan, an oper
ation very mucll in accord with the
Community's cultural action prog
ramme, and. in particular the cam
paign to preserve the architectural 
heritage. It was the Bank's first cre
dit for such an investment: the 
museum will influence the develop
ment of tourism in Milos, something 
on which the island critically de
pends and which is one of the stated 
aims of Greece's regional develop
ment programme. The Milos loan 
also attracted a 5% interest subsidy 
out of the Community budget while 
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ANNEX VII 

~OMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT WITH INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IN AUSTRIA AND YUGOSLAVIA 

. 
Austri• and Yugoslavia occupy strategic positions as far •s North/South 

-nd North/West-south/East traffic is concerned and a significant porti~n 

of Co••unity traffic both passenger and goods, is obliged to use the 

roads of these two countries. The Community is therefore most interested 

in seeing a smooth flow of this traffic through Yugoslavia and Austria. 

:rhe Council Decision of 15 December 1981. for the opening of negotiations . 
with Austria and the Cooperation Agreement signed on 2 April 1980 

between the Commun·ity and Yugoslavia and entered into force on 1 April 

~983 are the legal bases for all the initiatives and involvement of the 
~oamunity in the transport infrastructure sector. 

AUSTRIA 

.... 

The lKPA <"Innkreis-Pyhrn-Autobahn"> motorway is a North-West/South-East 

~ransverse link which would connect the German road system at Passau 

,111it}t the Yugoslav road system at Maribor, passing through Linz and .. Graz, 
1-f 1p1proved, 
andlwould take an increasing volume of road transit between th• ComMunity 

and South Eastern Europe and the Middle East. The alternative to IKPA 

is the Tauern-Autobahn Salzburg/Spittal route which includes the 

Karawanken tunnel <see map p.4.> 

In March 1977 Austria requested financial coni:ribution from the Co11t.1unity 

towards the construction of the IKPA. The Council on 20 December 1983 · 

adopted a Commission proposal to include financial considerations .in the 

negotiations with Austria. However, i~ view of Yugoslavia's intentions . . " 
to give higher priority to the Trans Yugoslav Highway it is believed that 

a motorway on the Tauern route linking the German road network to. 

Yugoslavia (North west> and Italy (North East> via Munich and Salzburg is 

likely to be constructed before the IKPA motorway. 

It should be noted that EIB is financing the Italian section and is 

negotiating with Yugoslavia on the extension of its section. This would 

involve major works at the Karawanken-Tunnel. The Republic of Slovenia: 

and Austria are interested in Community financial contributions for the 

tunnel but they have not yet formally approached EIB. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

The Trans Yugoslav Highway is of considerable importance to the 

Community since it provides the shortest connection between Western 

and Central Europe on the one hand and Greece and the Middle East 

on the other. 

The Financial Protocol between the European 'ommunity and Yugoslavia 

entered into force in July 1980 and expires in June 1985 provides for 

200 m ECU in loans and is based on the principle that projects to be 

financed by the Bank should be in the common interest of the EEC and 

Yugoslavia. A first loan of 67 m ECU under the protocol was granted 

for the development of the electricity sector in Yugoslavia. 

A second loan of 67 m ECU was signed <20.7.1983> for the partial 

financing of the construction cost of five sections of the Trans 

Yugoslav Highway. The loan which would contribute to about 40% of 

total project cost is for 20 years and provides for a 4•year grace 

period without interest subsidy. 

The following sections of the TYH will be financed Csee map p. 4): 

.Ljubljana South bypass <Slovenia) 6.3 km 

Okucani-Prrca <Croatia ) 7.5 km 

Sasinci-Ruma CVojvodina> 4.5 km 

Cuprija-Paracin <Serbia> 13.5 km 

Gradsko Bypass <Macedonia) 6.3 km 

A third loan of 67 m ECU for the Trans-Yugoslav Railway project has 

been appraised. It covers line overhaul, electrification and 

installation of modern railway dispatching equipment of certain sections 

of the TYR. It includes the following sections of the system/ 

Slovenia: 

Croatia: 

Vojvodina: 

Serbia: 

Macedonia: 

The loan is 

Installation of modern railway dispatching equipment at 
Jesenice station and 145 km line overhaul 

135 km line overhaul 

103 km line overhaul 

29 km doubling of track 

20 km electrification. .. 
~xpected to'be signed early in 1984. 
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The first phase of the Community infrastructure programme includes 

a project on the Athens-Volos-Evzoni Greek/Yugoslav border road axis • 
. 

Expenditure of 2.5 million ECU from the 1982 budget has been allocited. 

. . 'l ·,..;:. i' 

For the financial year 1983 a credit provision of 4.0 million ECO of 

financial support has been included for the improvement of the Axios 

and Gallikos bridges - on the same Athens-Volos-Evzoni axis. 
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ANNEX Vlli 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc 1-309/82) 

tabled by Mr LAGAKOS, Mr CAROSSINO~ Mr HOFFMANN, Dame Shelagh ROBERTS, 

r~r JANSSEN VAr~ RAAY, Mr MOORHOUSE, f.lr KALOYANNISJ~r NlKOLAOU, l~r HOWELL, 

Mr SE~FELD, Mr BUTTAFUOCO, Mr IRMER, Mr MORELAND, Mr SAUDIS arid Mr CARDIA 

purcuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure on the construction of the 

motorway Linking Igoumenitsa to Volos 

A. Considering the importance that the Community attaches to supporting 

infrastructure works in the field of transports, especially in the 

remote areas of the Community, 

B. Considering the necessity to strengthen relations and, in particular, trade 

transactions with the countries of the Middle East, 

C. Considering that Greece fulfils all necessary conditions for being an 

important bridgeway to the Middle East, 

D. Considering, moreover, that the improvement of sea transports between 

two member-countr1es, i.e., Greece and Italy, can be a highly important 

alternative for intra-community transports, 

E. Taking into account the fact that the Italian and Greek Ministers of 

Transport declared recently their will for cooperation and announced 

their decision to construct a new port in lgoumenitsa, in combination 

with the construction of a motorway Linking lgoumenitsa to Volos. 

1. Underlines the particular importance that such an infrastructure work 

has for the Community, that is the construction of a motorway linking these 

two ports of importance for the transport of persons and goods, sttoated 

on the West and E~st coast of Greece respectively; 

2. Requests the financial aid of the Community for the construction of 

this work, within the framework of the Community budget and on the basis 

of the special funds that the Community must grant to support infrastructure 

works in the field of transports. 
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ANNEX IX 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 1-513/82) 

tabled by Mrs NIKOLAOU, Mr VGENOPOULOS, Mr LAGAKOS, ~r PLASKOVITIS, Mr NIKOLAOU, 
,. 

~rs PANTAZI, Mr MARKOPOULOSr Mr PONIRlDIS, Mr PAPANTONIOU, Mr BOURNIAS, Mr KALLIAS, 

Mr GEROKOSTOPOULOS, Mr )APAEFSTRATIOU, Mr KALbYANNIS, Mr PROTOPAPADAKIS, 

Mr KAZAZIS, f·1r ADA~lOU, f·1r ALVI',NOs; ~lr PAPAGEORGIOU, f·1r PESf'IAZOGLOU and Mr 

pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure on the urgent provision 

of assistance to Greece for the repair of the Corinth Canal, which is 

in danger of becoming obstructed through the dilapidation of the underwater 

foundation walls. 

A - whereas the Corinth Canal constitutes a nodal point in international 

marine communications and the fastest sea route both for vessels 

coming from ports in the Ionian Sea, the Adriatic Sea and South 

Italy and for those passing through the Strait of Messina bound 

for ports in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea, and for 

those sailing in the opposite direction, 

B - whereas in 1981 alone vessels representing a total tonnage of 

4,316,504 passed through the canal, 76% of which belonged to EEC 

countries, 

C - whereas the Corinth Canal constitutes within the Community an important 

monument from both a cultural and a technical point of view and 

has tremendous touristic importance, 

D whereas the canal has great importance in the context of Greece's 

regional development, 

E - whereas the occasional falls of earth masses due to the special 

geological composition of the ground forming the canal walls and 

to the extensive damage suffered during the Second World War resulted 

in the canal being closed to shipping, from the time of its construction 

until 1945, for five whole years, at tremendous expense to Greek 

and international shipping, 
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F - whereas the danger of earth falls has today increased disturbingly 

owing to the almost total dilapidation of the foundation walls brought 

about in the course of time by the speed of water at the water-line 

and below it generated by the passage of shipping, 

G - whereas the canal is 6,343 metres long and throughout its length, 

on both sides, foundation walls stretch from the bottom, which is 

8 metres deep, to 2 metres above sea level, and the greater part 

of these walls are today dilapidated, 

H - whereas the cost of repairing the damage and the construction of 

two new and essential bridges is of the order of 70 million ECU, 

which sum cannot possibly be met from the revenue received by the 

public corporation operatin~ the canal or by the Greek State, 

1 - whereas repair of the actual damage poses certain constructional 

problems the resolution of which calls for special know-how, 

1. Considers it essential that the damage to the canal be repaired 

as quickly as possible to prevent it becoming completely unusuable; 

2. Requests the Commission to propose immediately the provision of the 

financial aid necessary to implement the programme of repair work; 

3. Requests the Commission to provide the indispensable technical 

assistance; 

4. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council 

of the European Communities. 
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ANNEX X 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION <Doc. 1-7/83) 

tabled by Mr EPHREMIDIS, Mr ADAMOU and Mr ALAVANOS pursuant to Rule 47 

of the Rules of Procedure on the modernization of the railways in 

the P@loponnese and the widening of the Corinth Canal 

A - having regard to the need to modernize the Greek rail and waterway 

network up to European standards so as to expedite the movement 

of goods, limit costs, increase trade, etc., 

B stressing the need to promote the Peloponnese region, which lags 

behind both by Greek and European standards, 

c recognizing the positive effect on the internal economy of the 

Peloponnese region which would result from rail and waterway 

connections between Greek ports and other countries and between 

Greek ports themselves, 

D whereas the rational exploitation of Greece's ports and their 

transport communications with the external market is essential, 

1. Considers it useful and necessary to take immediate and effective 

measures to modernize communications between Athens-Piraeus and the 

ports of Kalamai and Patras and to draw up a programme for widening 

the Corinth Canal; 

2. Requests the Commission to cooperate in the preparation of a study 

of the problems arising from the continuing technological backward

ness of the Peloponnesian railways, which date from the second half 

of the 19th century. The system was constructed by means of an 

exorbitant foreign loan - which the Greek public is still paying 

off - using a track gauge of 1 metre, which does not permit direct 

connection with the national Athens-Europe network with its track 

gauge of 1.43 m. Widening the tracks in the Peloponnese to correspond 

with the national network <1.43 m> will increase direct transportation 

of goods to the ports of Kalamai and Patras, reduce the cost of 

transporting goods to the European market and broaden the scope for 

development of the economy of the Peloponnese, 
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3. Calls on the Commission to conduct the requisite study into the 

current situation regarding the Corinth Canal, the possibilities 

of widening it to meet the current requirements of shipping at the 

port of Piraeus and of commerce and industry in Athens, which accounts 

for 40% of the industrial potential of Greece and 31X of the population, 

and to use this as a basis for further action, 

4. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council 

and the Commission. 
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ANNEX Xl 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 1-654/83> 

tabled by Mr LAGAKOS pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure on 

Greek railways 

Having regard to, 

A. the resolution of 15 December 1981 on Community policy in the rail 

transport sector, 

B. the need to promote international cooperation between railway 

undertakings in both the goods and passenger sectors, 

c. the special importance of international and national transport for 

railway undertakings, 

D. the lack of common borders between Greece and the rest of the Community, 

separated by the Yugoslav railway network which is inadequate in important 

respects, 

E. the inadequate infrastructure of the Greek railway network, 

F. the fact that the Greek Government gives priority to improving the 

infrastructure of rail transport and includes it in the five year 

development plan, 

1. Proposes that the Community encourage these efforts by providing specific 

financial aid, especially as regards the construction of a railway line 

between Idomeni and Athens which is of paraMount importance for transport 

at national and European level; 

2. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Com.ission, 

the Council and the governments of the MeMber States. 
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ANNEX XII 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. 1-1308/83) 

tabled by Mrs THEOBALD-PAOLI pursuant to Rule 47 on the Rules of Procedure 

on the development of maritime links between the French Mediterranean 

regions and Greece 

- having regard to the report by Mr HARRIS on the peripheral regions 

of the Community1, 

A. having regard to the need to strengthen links between the Community's 

Member States and Greece, 

B. having regard, for this purpose, to the need to establish new and 

faster links for tourists and migrants between the North and West 

of the Community and Greece, 

c. concerned to make the best use of existing installations and, if 

the opportunity presents itself, to promote the development of the 

less-favoured regions of the Community, 

D. whereas the establishment of a link 

- between, on the one hand, the French port of Toulon, equipped 

as it is with all the necessary installations, which are still 

under-used, and accessible as it is by road and rail from the 

United Kingdom, the whole of western France, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Luxembourg and the German Rhineland, 

- and, on the other hand, Greece, 

precisely fulfils all these objectives. 

1. Requests the Commission to approach those active in the economic 

life of the Community to encourage the development of an inter

regional maritime link for tourists between Toulon and Greece; 

2. Appeals to Community Governments to join in encouraging the 

establishment of this link, which is in the Community's interest; 

3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Co.-ission, 

the Council and the governments of the MeMber States. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

1. This opinion draws attention to two related themes: firstly, 

the undoubted contribution to development that transport infrastruc

ture could make to Greece and secondly, the development of the 

existing internal Greek transport systems as well as the future require

ments as a member of the Community. 

2. The facts are that, <a> Greece g~Q~QQ~ geographically on 

three transit countries: Yugoslavia, Switzerland and Austria for all 

her trade with the Community, (b) Greece has the 12~~~1 index of 

"economic potential" in the Community (this index measures the relative 

accessibility of a region with respect to a given economic activity), 

<c> Greece has the QQQ!~~! transport infrastructure and out-dated modes 

of transport in the Community. 

3. This committee's visit to Greece in September 1982 has been 

beneficial in many respects; we have furthered our knowledge of the 

country, experienced its transport systems and gained information which 

is most valuable and necessary for an objective assessment of Greece's 

transport problems. Furthermore, the COTTRELL report on "relations 

between the Community and Greece in the field of transport"1, the CARDIA 

Report on "transport problems in the peripheral regions of the European 

Community"2, the HARRIS Report on "the peripheral maritime regions and 

islands of the European Community"3, the KAZAZIS Report on "the Medit-
4 erranean Programmes" as well as the GIANNOPOULOS Study on behalf of 

the Commission on "the transport infrastructure requirements in Greece 

after her accession to the European Communities"5 have provided your 

draftsman with adequate material for this opinion. Furthermore, your 
rapporteur in his report on the regional problems of Greece 6 will 

assess the broader contribution to development that transport could 

make in the field of regional policy and planning. 

1 OJ C 346, 31.12.80 

2 PE 83.296 

3 OJ C 161, 20.6.83 

4 PE 86.184 

5 Transport Research Unit, University of Thessaloniki, "The 

transport infrastructure requirements in Greece after the 

accession to the European Communities" Commission, DG VII; June 1982 

6 PE 86.837 
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II THE REGIONAL LAND ACCESSIBILITY IN GREECE 

4. Should one examine the development of a country's transport 

systems, one r.~i ght have a complete picture of the deve lopr11ent of 

a country as a whole. Greece's path of development is characterised by 
the absence of an industrialisation policy regarding the location of 

industry; thus, the prevailing factors for the locational decisions 

of industry have been: 

a. cost of transportation of inputs and final goods 

b. economies of scale in production and internalisedservice 

externalities 

c. potential for communications 

d. availability of skilled labour, and 

e. interrelationship between the primary, secondary and 

tertiary sectors. 

5. These five factors have mainly influenced the post-war devel-

opment of Greece resulting in two centres of polarisation: the Athens 

area and Thessaloniki; these two centres account for SOX of total GOP, 

55% of industrial production and about 75% of services; one-third of 

the total population is concentrated in the Athens area alone. Another 

four secondary centres of economic activity are Patras, Heraklion, 
loannina and Larissa-Volos. The poorest and wost isolated regions are 

predominately agricultural with only the bare minimum of social services. 

6. It should be noted that the "poles and axes of growth"1 in 

Greece are £12.§~1L£Q!:!:~12!~Q with the main "road and railway" networks 

<see Annex I and II). GIANNOPOULOS2, cites numerous examples of a new 

or improved transport infracture in Greece which has acted as an 

incentive for industrial investment as well as a pole for economic 

growth. For example, improvements in the airports at Kos in the Dodeca

nissa and at Kalamata in the Peloponnesse were followed by a threefold 

increasein the number of passengers; the improvement of a road connecting 

the city of Aegion with Fteri has brought about a change in population 

growth and has spurred employment opportunities in the region. 

1 A "growth pole" is a summary indicator defined to include three criteria: 
(a) the degree of economic specialisation, (b) the number of the popula
tion, and (c) the flow of communication. 

2 G. GIANNOPOULOS, "Transport and the Challenge of Structural Change" 
Istanbul, 1979. 
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7. The whole rail and road network of Greece has developed 

to serve the poles and axes of growth. What is needed though, is 

for the transport infrastructure to be used as a means or as a 

caterlyst for regional development in favour of those regions of 

Greece that are peripheral and isolated. This transport strategy, 

however, faces enormous difficulties. 

8. Given the land morphology <about 70% of the country is 

mountainous> and the fact that 18% of the country consists of islands 

surely dictates that mainland roads, for reasons of construction costs 

and maintenance, should run along the coast. However, 63% of the 

national and provisional network runs though areas designated as either 

hilly or mountainous. 

9. The Ministry of Public Works classifies the national system 

as having a "good" asphalt surface (i.e. 93%); the provisional system 

as having a "satisfactory" asphalt surface <i.e. 54%) and the agricul

tural network as being in a "very poor" condition (123.084 Kms have no 

asphalt surface>. Motorways account for 790 Km of the national system 

<around 9% of the total> which is mainly on the Patras-Athens-Thessa

loniki route (see Annex I). 

10. There are no in-built safety systems; the dual carriageways 

have no central reservations and the few barriers that exist on mountain 

roads are of six metres width at most. There is no road numbering or 

sign posting and it is no wonder then, that Greece mourns a road death 

every eight hours. In fact, in 1982, the number of deaths due to road 

accidents was expected to be around 1.400 people. 

11. Greek railways have a legacy of neglect: slow speeds, inade-

quate infrastructure, out-dated equipment, poor traffic receipts and 

limited road and rail links. A substantial mileage of track in the 

Peloponnese is of metric, non-standard gauge, which pre;€nts an 

additional barrier for freight movement. 
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12. Single Line track is prevelant and causes congestion and 

Lengthens travelling time. Even on the most developed Line: Athens

Thessaloniki, trains cannot travel faster than 100 Kph and are even 

forced to below 50 Kph at several points due to steep gradients and 
tight curves. As a result of this the Level of internal 

activity has decreased significantly; railways were. responsible for 

only 6.5% of passenger traffic and 14% of goods traffic in 1980. 

13. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the population does 

not encourage the full utilisation of road and rail capacity. Remote 

regions which are in most need of easy communications experience the 

highest incidence of bad roads and are not connected to the rail net
work at all. 

III GREECE 1 S TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS 

14. The magnitude and pattern of trade between Greece and the 

Community is expected to change considerably. Given also that Greece•s 

trade relations with the Middle East, North Africa and Eastern Europe 

are expected to grow, the demand for transport services will increase 

accordingly. Should the Community as a whole - as it is expected -

increase its trade with the Arab States, Turkey and Africa, Greece 

could become a transit country. 

15. It is estimated1 that approximately 8 million tons of transit 

freight could be handled annually for the EEC countries alone. It is 

also Likely that if port infrastructure and organisational efficiency 

improves, Eastern European countries would prefer to use Greek ports 

for their trade with the Middle East and African countries. However, is 

Greece equipped to meet such an increased demand for transport services? 

This question should be answered with caution. 

16. The Commission study2 points out that factors such as govern-

ment agreements, preferential treatment of certain modes of transport 

1 op. cited. Vol. 5., p. 25 

2 op. cited. Vol. 5., p. 30 
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and transit permits influence considerably the final choice of mode; 

the question of differences in cost 209 time were found to play a 

less important role. If one adds the negative psycological feelings 

of the Greek exporters towards certain modes of transport Ci.e. 

against using rail> the simple picture of Greece's transport prob

lems is further complicated. There is, however, a sector that has 

developed impressively: shipping. 

17. To understand Greek shipping one requires "caution" because 

there are Greek shipowners who operate from London, New York and 

Monte Carlo or even under a flag of convenience. If tonnage and 

descent (Greek origin) - irrespective of flag registration - are taken 

as criteria then in 1979 Greek shipping was the second largest in the 

world, after Liberia, with over 52 million GRT • If Greek flag regis

tration and descent are taken as criteria then Greece occupied the 

third position in the teague of shipping nations behind Liberia and 

Japan. The addition of the Greek fleet to that of the Community makes 

the EEC maritime sector a powerful competitor in a free trading area. 

18. The composition of the Greek fleet: less tankers and 

considerably more dry-cargo vessels, is more suitable for developing 

a Community maritime policy geared to the needs of transit trade. In 

comparative terms Greece owns as many dry-cargo vessels as the other 

nine members of the EEC combined. Given the historical tendency of 

Greece towards the sea, its experience and knowledge of merchant trade, 

the Greek fleet could beco111e a powerful instrument for a Community 

maritime policy. An aspect of this policy is the "combined transport 

syster11s"; the best-known mixeC: transport modes are: 

(i) the roll-on/roll-off system <carrying lorries on 

ferry-boats or ro-ro vessels) 

Cii) combinations of aeroplane and ship 

19. Greece's geographical position makes transit ~ore econo~ically 

advantageous in order to develop combined modes. Given that the largest 

merchant fleet is currently going through serious difficulties due to a 

shortage of demand, Community transport costs would be reduced to a mini

mum by the over-capacity in shipping and by development of better 

methods of loading and unloading. Furthermore, combined transport modes 

have the advantage of simplifying the frontier procedures and of acceler
ating the speed of transport. 
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IV POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

20. Given the historical development of Greece's transport 

systeMs, the role of transport infrastructure in the creation of 

economic opportunities, the fact that transport costs create geo

graphical price diffe'r~nt.ials wMch can cause real .-income diff

erentials among regions·as well as that efficient transport 

systems improve the "economic potential" of a region, then, a 

sb!og~_io_!b~_!r!o!e2r!_!!r!!~9l_Qf_§r~~s~_i!_ime!r!!i~!· The 
Community using its Regional Fund, Mediterranean Programmes today and 

possibly its future Transport Fund - if created - may assist the future 

requirementsof Greece in the field of transport in the following: 

1. The road strategy should consist of two elements: 

a. existing infrastructure should be improved substantially 

by widening existing roads, road numbering, sign posting, 

road barriers and' constructing road bridges to eliminate 

tight curves and steep gradients so that to increase in

built safety. 

b. constructing new road networks with an objective to break 

the isolation and neglect feeling of peripheral and remote 

regions and thus promote an axe of development. 

2. The Egnatia avenue axis: Igoumenitsa-rietsovon-Kozani-Thess

aloniki-Kavala-Alexandroupolis should be completed as soon 

as possible and on the basis of this axis another road 

should be designed to Link the peripheral regions along 

the neighbouring countries: Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania. 

3. A new highway: Athens-Levadia-Amfissa-Agrinion should be 

constructed; it would divert passenger and freight traffic 

from the ·congested Athens-Korinthos-Patras highway. 

4. Road networks in islands should be designed on the basis 

of a circular and coastal axis like in the case of Thassos 

but unlike in tne.case of Andros or Chios. 
' I • ' < ... ~ ' 

.. ,,·, ... /' 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

The cities of Athens and Thessaloniki - excluded from 

Regional Fund's assistance - should receive Community funding. 

About 75% of all private cars circulation in the country are 

in Athens and Thessaloniki (55% and 20% respectively>. Public 

transport in both cities is poor and unreliable largely because 

of traffic conditions. This has significant consequences: 

<i> it slows down the movement of goods and people 

Cii) it wastes fuel resources 

Ciii)it causes environmental pollution. 

Greek railways need a major restructing both in organisation, 

commercial policy, infrastructure and routing. Specifically: 

<i> The Peloponnese metric, non-standard gauge of tracks 

should be replaced by an internationally standard 

width and should change its routing by correcting 

Kyparissia-Pylos-Kalamata-Gythion-Leoni~ion-Nafplion. 

(ii) The line Thessaloniki-Alexandoupolis should be split 

into two: one connecting Thessaloniki-Amfipolis-Kavala

Komotini and the other connecting Komotini-Xanthi-Dra•a

Sidirokastro-Doirani-Aridea-Florina-Kastoria. 

<iii> The valos-Kalambaka line should be extended to link 
Ioannina and Igoumenitsa. 

The combined transport systems and mobile transport infra

structure should become a priority. Greece has a comparative 
advantage due to its merchant fleet and its geographical 
location. To this end the following should be encouraged: 

(i) standarised packaging in the form of-containers 
palettes and lighters. 

<ii) improvement of warehousing and upgrading of loading 

and unloading gantry should precede large-scale 
construction of further facilities. 
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